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A Sensory Cabin
Use as a safe calming space or for sensory discovery. 
Offers a sense of security and may improve concentration 
and learning. Thick foam walls reduce noise and protect 
children from injuries. Covered in flame-retardant vinyl. 
Disassembles for flat storage. Easily cleans with a rag or 
sponge, and cold soapy water. Inside use. Cabin is  
120 x 120 cm. Includes 4 walls 7 cm thick, floor mat 4 cm 
thick and vinyl roof. White. Accessories not included.
 99695 5022199

B 100 Fibre Optic Tails
Users will be mesmerized by the spray of changing light 
carried through each of the strands, stroking them individually 
or as a bundle, or draping them across their arms and legs, 
for a tremendous visual and tactile experience. Set includes 
a bundle of 100 LED, low voltage, plastic cables up to 2 m 
long that are always cool to the touch, and a pre-programmed, 
colour changing sparkle light source.
 1 19895 2046753

C Vinyl Bean Bag Seats
These inviting bean bag seats are made of soft to the touch 
and resistant vinyl. Very comfortable, It perfectly moulds to 
the shape of the body. For relaxation, reading and quiet play. 
Stuffed with polystyrene microbeads. Open and close with 
two superimposed and reversed zippers to prevent leakage. 
Simply clean with a cloth.
White – For children, 3 to 12 years 
 25795 5021720
White – Adult size 
 26995 5051297

D Monoblock Comfort Chair
Perfect for the reading area or educators at various times 
of the day, this ergonomic seat is made for outdoor as well 
as indoor use. The monoblock concept makes it sturdy and 
stable. The removable foam seat is fixed with large velcro 
fasteners. Simply wash with water. Charcoal base. Transat is 
made of 100% recyclable polyethylene. Dimensions:
White cushion 14495 2074656

E Dice with Pockets
Create your own games with these dice featuring a 
large, sewn, see-through pocket on each side. Insert 
photographs, illustraded cards with shapes, colours, 
letters, numbers, pictograms, or any other daily theme. A 
fabulous way to enhance language and social skills. And 
with two dice (sold separately), just imagine the fantastic 
matching games you can play!
Small Size White 
16 cm side. Pockets measure 11 5 cm wide. 
 3595 5022322
Giant Size White 
 7695 5022330

The Sensory
Cabin

A veritable refuge providing 
comfort and security.

A space with no constraints,  
no demands and no judgment.

For the imaginary  
and to calm and regulate  

emotions.
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Create 
a feeling 
of well-being
thanks to lights, sounds, 
textures and scents

A Right Chair L: 30 cm - H: 37.5 cm - D: 40 cm. Seat: H: 17 cm - D: 24 cm 5025135 8795

B Angle Chair L: 40 cm - H: 37.5 cm - D: 40 cm. Seat: H: 17 cm - D: 24 cm 5025143 17195

C Corner Pouffe L: 40 cm - H: 17 cm 5026034 7995

D Tiny Tot Module - Simple Mirror L: 96 cm - W: 48 cm - Thick.: 5 cm 5028949 14995

E Mozaic Mat L: 96 cm - W: 48 cm - Thick.: 4 cm 5045661 8495

F Babi – Wall Mat L: 96 cm - W: 48 cm - Thick.: 5 cm 5051966 9495

G Flat Cushion ø 35 cm - Thick.: 7 cm 5051974 3895

H Bubble Column Podium L: 91 cm - W: 91 cm - H: 30 cm 2045441 87495

I Interactive LED Bubble Tube H: 1.2 m - ø 20 cm 2045474 1 78495

J Mozaic Storage Bin L: 48 cm - W: 48 cm - H: 24 cm 5023601 15195

K Small Square Cushion L: 30 cm - W: 17 cm - D: 27 cm 5025168 6495

L Convertible Chair Folded: L: 48 cm - W: 60 cm - H: 49 cm. Unfolded: L: 144 cm - W: 60 cm - H:32 cm 5026075 28195

M Club Armchair L: 57.5 cm -W: 45 cm - H: 55 cm 5026083 19695

N Kia Rocking Chair L: 46 cm - W: 37 cm - H: 47 cm 5047923 28995

Multisensory Rooms
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The sense of calm  
and security stimulates 

the development of
• 

Communication
•

Socialisation
•

Psychomotor 
and cognitive

Take advantage  
of our expertise to create  
your multisensory space:

• 
Consulting services

•
Planning and design

•
Vast choice of materials

•
Training on the  

Snoezelen approachFor more information  
contact your representative  

or visit our  
Toolbox section.

Look for this icon on bb.ca

Foldable
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Light boxes
Light boxes are calm inducing, quiet areas, to handle 2D 
and 3D transluscent, colored items such as pattern blocks, 
prisms, X-rays, overhead projector material, etc. By covering 
the box with clear plastic, you can even use finger paint!
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Light Tables and Accessories

A Discovery Shapes
These textured translucent, acrylic shapes and matching 
bases in 4 bright colours are great for individual or small 
group play on a light board or table. Promote sensory 
exploration and multiple sorting, matching and sequencing 
games. Set of 16 chunky shapes and bases.
Age: 3 + 6295 2045755

Illumination Light Tables
Super bright LED technology allows the light boxes to 
shine brighter, without glare, and run cooler. LED lamps 
provide a perfectly even illuminated surface, with adjustable 
brightness. Resistant, very thin and light, easy to carry. 
Ideal for manipulation of 2D and 3D translucent and 
colored elements, or even finger paint on acetate! Include a 
110V-240V adaptor. Also see our Light Cube (2339646).
B Large size
50 x 68 cm 29995 2073625
C Medium size
35 x 48 cm 19995 2073617
Small size
28 x 36 cm. Not shown 11995 2089357

D Rainbow Blocks
Each appealing hardwood block features a see-through 
acrylic window in 1 of 4 different colours: red, green, blue, 
yellow. Children build constructions or superimpose the 
blocks and look through them, to discover colour mixing. 
Constitute an interesting complement to classic unit floor 
building blocks. Set of 40 blocks in 6 shapes.
Age: 2 + 8995 2074227

Jumbo See-Through Letters or Numbers
This set is perfect for little hands to learn how to write letters 
or numbers on a light table and for tracing exercises. Each 
element features raised edges and arrows showing the 
direction of how each one is drawn. 5 x 7.6 cm high.
E Alphabet Set – 26 Pieces
Vowels are yellow and consonants are blue, red and green. 
  1695 2088698
F Numbers Set – 10 Pieces 795 2088706

G Silishapes Trace Alphabet
These bright letters feature raised edges, a dot, arrow and 
dashes, for finger tracing activities, with eyes closed for 
an added challenge, on a table or light table. Also great for 
pencil tracing, to create posters, etc. Made from strong, 
flexible, dishwasher-safe, translucent silicon with raised 
edges, a dot, arrow and dashes. 10.5 x 7.5 cm high. Box of 
26 lowercase letters.
 2895 2207215

H Discovery Cubes
Explore the world of primary and secondary colours, and 
discover perspective with these translucid blocks offered in 
lively yellow, blue, green and red. Create colourful structures 
or reproduce 23 full-colour progressive models.
Age: 3 + 6695 2252104

Hint from B2
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Light Tables and Accessories

A Translucent Jumbo Lacing Beads
Explore colour translucency, the creation of suites, counting, 
sorting and classifying, etc, with these 2 cm beads in  
6 colors and 6 different shapes. Set of 360 beads with  
4 laces of 61 cm in a sturdy storage box.
Age: 3 + 6595 2035178

B Translucent Colour Resources
Set of over 630 translucent acrylic colour resources and 
laces, ideal on a light panel for early exploration of colour, 
shape and pattern, counting and sorting, fine motor skills, 
construction, and creative play. Geometrical shapes, module 
blocks, stackable buttons and counters, lacing beads, and 
60 cm laces, in 6 colours. Activity guide. Large storage bin.
Age: 3 + 17995 2102630

C Tactile shells
These shells with various textures and translucent colours 
are perfect for counting, sorting, associate in pairs and create 
pretty patterns. Ideal for light table. Made of plastic.
Age: 2 +
Set of 36 Shells 
6 different tactile surfaces and 6 different colours. 5 4 cm 
wide. In a storage jar with handle. 1695 2129815
Set of 72 Shells 
6 different tactile surfaces and 6 different colours. 4 cm wide. 
In a storage jar with handle. 1695 2129807

Squidgy Sparkles Elements
Squeeze, bend and press, to watch the glitter move through 
the translucent, coloured gel. Made of translucent PVC. 
Great on a light box and to introduce early math concepts 
(shapes, sizes, quantities).
Age: 3 + 
D Geometric Shapes
Set of 12, 2 of each model. 15 cm long. 
  4495 2134971
E Fish
Set of 6, all differently sized and shaped. 5 to 20 cm. 
  4495 2134906

F Large Translucent Buttons
Inviting sets of approx. (90) 4-hole, ø 41-50 mm buttons, in 
8 shapes and 8 colours (incl. clear). Versatile manipulatives 
for sorting, counting and threading activities. Plastic. In a 
storage jar.
Age: 3 + 1595 2206845

G Colour Acrylic Block Set
The child places the beautiful, coloured glossy acrylic blocks 
directly on the 15 large double-sided, progressive build 
cards, on the foam mat or on the thick, 32 x 160 cm base 
mirror to create 2-D images, 3-D structures and designs 
using pattern and symmetry. Stunning on a light table. 
Includes a comprehensive teacher's guide with activities. Set 
of 25 blocks in 17 different shapes and 5 colours. Circle: 
ø 4,5 cm dia. x 1.8 cm thick.
Age: 3 + 13995 2340636
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Lighted sand table
Very nice sensory material. The child calms down, 
focuses and coordinates his actions, refines dexterity 
and exercises his visual perception. To create special 
effects, you can drag a color or metallic sheet under 
the tray or use it on a light table. Sand and water play 
is important in children’s development.
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Light Tables and Accessories

A Small Light Table
Illuminated surface is great for learning about shapes and 
colours. LED lighting system displays bright, white and 
uniformly distributed light. Lifetime warranty. 61 x 61 x 61 cm 
high. Can be assembled at 45,7 cm high.
 62795 2009348

B See-Through Sand Box for Light Table
That wooden sand box has a transparent bottom. Put a a fine 
coat of sand and children will love drawing lines, shapes, 
letters, numbers with his fingers or any tool. Place the Sand Box 
atop our Small Light Table (sold separately) and see children 
mesmerized by their sand designs illuminated from underneath! 
Made of durable birch laminate with safe, non-toxic natural UV 
finish. Lifetime Warranty. 51.4 x 51.4 x 10.1 cm high.
 17995 2009355

C Toddler Bench
A classic, for every room, hallway or gym. Also very handy 
to border and define a play area. 120 x 30 x 30 cm high.
 22995 2002749

D See-Thru Mini Sensory Table with LEGO Lid
This 2-in-1 table features a very sturdy Baltic birch plywood 
construction, a clear, tough, 22.8 cm deep acrylic tub 
providing splash control and excellent all-round vision, a 
bottom drain valve for easy clean up, and a lid with a LEGO 
compatible plate, to double up as a play table. On locking 
casters. 57 x 57 x 62.2 cm high. Lifetime guarantee.
 64995 2005577

Storage Bench
That storage bench provides both storage and seating.  
4 Pull-out drawers rest on 4 casters for easy mobility and 
feature see-through windows on front, for quick contents 
identification, and whiteboard on back, for writing or 
drawing. Bench: 152 x 45.7 x 40.6 cm high. Drawers:  
35.5 x 40.6 x 35 cm high. Lifetime warranty.
E Storage Bench 1 15995 2009553
F Individual Drawer 18995 2009561

Hint from B2
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Light Cubes and Accessories

A Translucent Stackable Buttons
Set of 192 translucent plastic lacing buttons, pierced with 1, 
3 or 5 holes, in 4 shapes and 6 neon colours, with 12 laces. 
Use for a variety of construction, pattern, sequencing, sorting 
and counting activities. Approx. 2 to 3 cm ea. In a storage 
container.
Age: 3 + 4495 2035285

B Crystal Color Stacking Blocks
Align the grooved blocks at various angles to easily create 
tower designs, which are especially stunning on a light table. 
Overlap different block colours to explore colour mixing 
concepts: the sensory possibilities are endless. Set of (50)  
5 x 6 cm blocks with a guide.
Age: 3 + 1595 2088672

C Educational Light Cube
Add interest to counting, sorting, sequencing and building 
activities, examine transparent and opaque objects, and more 
with this engaging cube. Portable, durable and rechargeable 
cube even strobes, flashes and changes colour with the touch 
of a button! It is the perfect size for individual and small group 
play, and can accommodate a wide range of ages and learning 
levels. Features: easy-to-clean surface, sturdy construction, 
robust battery strength, and long-lasting LED light source. 
Includes: (1) 40 x 40 x 40 cm cube, power source and a 
colour-coded remote control. Sturdy, safe and extra bright.
 19995 2339646

D Sensory Tray Accessory Pack
Discover a range of activities and experiences with your light 
cube. Set includes 1 tray of 40,5 x 40,5 cm, 50 skyscraper 
building cards, 50 super topplers for use as dominoes or math 
manipulatives, 454 g coloured rice, 4 junior goo spreaders, 
10 squiggle pipettes, 10 junior heart pipettes, 4 sand scrapers 
and a teacher guide.
Age: 4 + 4995 2088680

E Sensory ICT Glow Construction Blocks Cubes 
– Set of 12

Combine ICT and building skills with this engaging set 
of light -up cubes which change colour when turned on a 
different side. Manipulatives are perfect for colour prediction, 
sequences, and more. With safe, soft edges. Set of (4) 15 cm 
cubes and (8) 7.5 cm cubes. Each cube requires 2xAA 
batteries (not included). Plastic.
Age : 12 mo + 31995 2095974

F Translucent Light and Colour Blocks
Set of 100 blocks in 6 shapes and 6 translucent colours. Stackable 
to create pretty structures that let light in. Also perfect on a light 
table. In a plastic bin. The arch measures 10 x 3 x 3 cm.
Age: 18 m + 5995 2127975

G Clear Blocks with Color Rattle Beads
Set of 100 transparent plastic blocks, divided into 6 shapes, all 
of which have small coloured balls inside. Children stack it and 
create pretty structures, especially when they match them with 
the Blocks in translucent colors (2127975) that are exactly the 
same size. In a plastic bin. The arch measures 10 x 3 x 3 cm.
Age: 18 m + 7995 2127983
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Visual Perception

A Sensory Flashing Balls
Light up and flash when they are bounced. Ideal for use in a 
sensory area or for throw and catch games. Set of 4 bright 
balls, purple, pink, yellow and clear, each with a different 
surface texture for inquisitive eyes and hands to explore, 
and a colour LED which lasts approx. 1200 flashing cycles. 
ø 10 cm.
Age: 6 m + 2795 2104404

B Illuminated Sensory Glow Pebbles – Set of 12
Set of 12 soothing, rechargeable, illuminated pebbles that 
can be stacked and rolled for engaging sensory learning. 
Simply press the surface to change the colour. Add figures 
for creative play or use as an emotion recorder to help 
children express their mood. Place on a dark velvety fabric 
to create stunning contrast. Include 12 pebbles (largest is 
ø 15 cm) with a recharging station and a 5V 1A international 
adaptor. A 4-hour charge allows 10-12 hours of continuous 
use. Plastic.
Age: 2 + 33495 2095982

C Illuminated Glow Roller Shakers – Set of 6
Engaging set of 6 illuminated cylinders with contents that 
glow when they are rolled, shaken and turned. Safe, sturdy, 
clear and metallic cylinders develop language, turn-taking, 
cognitive, construction and rhythm skills by rolling back and 
forth, stacking, etc. Includes (6) ø 7 x 14 cm long rollers with 
a recharging station and a 5V 1A international adaptor. A 
4-hour charge allows 5-6 hours of continuous use.
Age: 12 mo + 22995 2095990

D Mirror Pebbles
Set of 20 silver pebbles in 4 different sizes range from 4.5 
to 15 cm. Sort, sequence, count or balance them in a variety 
of open-ended and teacher-directed activities. Pebbles have 
wonderfully reflected distorting properties, float on water and 
cloud when breathed on. They are hollow, light and even safe 
for babies to play with. They dazzle on a light table or near 
sparkly fabric or patterned paper (all not included). Include 
support notes.
Age: 6 mo + 15995 2096428

E Reflective Sound Balls
Made of strong, lightweight stainless steel. Provides a 
fascinating, distorted fish-eye lens reflection. Set of 7, 
ø 5-11 cm, each with different contents, to produce a 
particular sound (chimes, rattle, etc.) and movement effect.
Age: 6 m + 6995 2104420

F Mirror Donuts
Set of 16 silver donuts, 8, 10, 12 and 15 cm respectively, to 
sort, count, roll, string and balance in open-ended or directed 
activities. Hollow, light and safe, even for babies. Stunning on 
a light table or near sparkly fabrics or patterned paper. Made 
of highly reflective, polished plastic, offering superb distortion 
effects. Indoor use only. With a teacher's guide.
Age: 6 m + 16495 2134351
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Visual Perception

A Metallic Collection Basket
Filled with reflective surface treasures of 
various shapes and colours, to stack, roll, 
sort, balance, sequence, count, peer into, 
and transport. Ideal for sensory stimulation, 
loose part and dramatic play, and to develop 
vocabulary, communication, and building 
skills. Includes 1 ø 50 x 14 cm soft basket 
with handles children can even climb inside, 
2 super shiny spheres, 1 blue sphere, 3 silver 
mirror donuts, 3 gold pebbles, 3 rose gold 
cuboids, 3 boulders, and practical idea cards.
Age: 6 m + 26995 2134377

B Sensory Glitter Storm – Set of 3
The glitter swirls and suspends in the 
liquid when the tubes are flipped over, 
providing a calming visual stimulation 
which encourages concentration. Includes 
3 polycarbonate tubes with blue, silver and 
gold glitter suspended in non-toxic glycerol. 
ø 5 cm x 14 cm high.
Age: 3 + 3495 2104313

C Sensory Ooze Tubes – Set of 3
The thick jelly in neon blue, pink and green 
slowly oozes and spirals to the bottom of 
each cylinder. Ideal for quiet focus, which 
inspires curiosity and teaches simple 
scientific principles. Set of 3 high-impact 
plastic tubes ø 5 cm x 12 cm high.
Age: 3 + 4495 2104347

D Sensory Ooze Tubes
The thick jelly in neon pink slowly oozes and 
spirals to the bottom of the large cylinder. 
Ideal for quiet focus, which inspires curiosity 
and teaches simple scientific principles. 
ø 8 cm x 20 cm high.
Age: 3 + 2295 2104354

E Reflective Colour Burst Buttons
Made of strong, lightweight stainless steel. 
Used in imaginative play and to build fun 
wobbly stacking towers. Have a pleasingly 
rounded discus shape with seamless 
smooth edges. Provide a slightly curved and 
distorted reflection in a variety of iridescent 
colours. Set of 7, ø 5-14 cm.
Age: 6 m + 8995 2104529

F Sensory Light-Up Ball
Bounce this sturdy, transparent ball to 
see 1 blue and 1 red LED quickly light up 
alternatively! 7 assorted models: some 
are scented, and others are printed with 
patterns or filled with small rattling beads, 
bells or shiny cellophane. ø 10.1 cm. Sold 
individually. Assorted models.
Age: 6 mo + 595 2177996

G Mystery Reflective Sensory Balls
Made of strong, lightweight stainless 
steel. Look identical but have individual 
characteristics. Some wobble when rolled, 
or turn and won't roll in a straight line, some 
feel funny when twisted, spun or shaken, 
and others make different shaker or rattle 
sounds. Provide a fascinating, distorted fish-
eye lens reflection. The smooth, non-porous 
surface is chemical-free and naturally 
bacteria resistant. Set of 6, ø 10 cm.
From birth 7495 2104818
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Visual Perception

A Large Float to the top Bubble Set
This large rectangular sensory liquid set features hourglass 
shaped internal cavities containing colourful bubbles 
that float to the top, seemingly defying gravity. This ideal 
resource for quiet focus also inspires curiosity and develops 
creative language. Set of (4) 8.5 x 12.5 cm high rectangles, 
each with a different colour liquid.
Age: 3 + 3895 2045698

B Zen Sands
Flip the frame over and watch as the mesmerizing and 
soothing motion of drifting sands creates a new moving sand 
picture every time. Use under adult supervision.
Age: 5 +
Circle 
24 8 x 23 5 cm 2595 2088896

C Sensory Fidget Tubes
Set of 4 sturdy tubes filled with liquid and glitter, a reverse 
hourglass, stars or a spinner, to shake, turn upside down 
or activate with a button to create movement and see the 
contents settle down. Soothing and mesmerizing. 20 cm tall. 
With an activity guide.
Age: 3 + 3895 2132132

Sensory Liquid Tubes
Turn these large, colourful tubes upside down and watch as 
the fat, spherical oil and water droplets fall to the bottom, to 
show the passage of time. Fascinating and soothing.
Age: 4 + 
D Sensory Dual Colour Liquid Set
Two streams of liquid quickly cascade down. Time: approx. 
1 min. 9 5 cm x 13 cm high. Set of 3. 
  3295 2207223
E Spiral Tubes Set
Single-colour droplets walk in a line down a spiral staircase. 
Time: more than 4 min. ø 5 cm x 15 cm high. Set of 3. 
  3295 2207231
F Sensory Liquid Tubes Set
Turn these large, colourful tubes upside down and watch as 
the fat, spherical oil and water droplets fall to the bottom, at 
different speeds, to show the passage of time. Fascinating 
and soothing. Pleasant-to-the-touch, smooth plastic sensory 
tubes feature droplets in 1 or 2 colours, cascading down 
steps, spirals or straight down, or small grains erupting from 
below. Handle with care, under adult supervision. Do not 
toss or throw on the ground. Set of 21. 
  16995 2263606

G Sensory Rainbow Cascade
Crystal clear, sensory liquid towers, each containing two 
streams of coloured liquid which cascade to the bottom in 
droplets at varying speeds. Captivating resource is ideal for 
quiet focus, to develop creative language and understand 
simple scientific principles. Plastic. 5.5 x 14.5 x 3.5 cm
Age: 3 +
Pack of 6 4995 2263721
Single unit 
Varied colours 895 2263739
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Multisensory Exploration

A Blockaroo Building Set
Set of pretty soft-touch magnetic coloured foam blocks 
with one or more rotating polarity-free magnets securely 
embedded, making very pleasant click. Blocks rotate even 
when assembled. Creates a multisensory experience children 
of all ages love. Can even be used in water, which enhances 
the possibilities of play. Resistant, they are dishwasher safe 
and can even be used outdoors. Triangle measures  
5.8 x 5.8 x 8 cm.
Age: 18 mo +
50 pieces 19995 2135853
100 pieces 35995 2135861

B Tactile Visual Dominoes
Large-format domino cards feature a rough texture on both 
sides as well as high-contrast patterns on one side and pips 
on the other, to develop visual and tactile discrimination as 
well as counting skills. May be suitable for visually impaired 
children. Set of 28 sturdy quality cards 13 x 6.5 cm each.
Age: 3 + 3195 2046381

C Juke24™ Portable Programmable Jukebox 
with CD Player and Karaoke Function

This new generation device can download up to 48 hours 
of music or audio from a USB drive, CD, computer or 
smartphone. Read and record songs, poems or audio books 
and listen to at all times. Includes a free, easy-to-use iPhone 
app. that allows even the youngest to create custom graphics 
for all 24 keys. Robust device that withstands intensive use. 
Offers 8 GB of memory, CD player, karaoke function with 
microphone for singing in chorus, built-in speakers, digital 
display, large carrying handle and AC / DC adapter also 
works with 6 C batteries (not included). Grey/black.
 17995 2099562

D Hoberman Spheres
Pull on the structure and watch it expand and shrink. 
Versatile: consists of a visual and tactile aid to represent 
respiration. Also used to mark the tempo. Great for science 
centers and sensory tables. Includes a 21 Cool Things To 
Do game sheet, a pulley that can be attached to the ceiling, 
to create a mobile, and a booklet about the geometry of the 
sphere. Plastic.
Age: 4 +
Small Sphere 
ø 14 – 30 4 cm 2295 2124220
Large Sphere 
ø 24 1 – 76 2 cm 4995 2124238

E Sensory Awareness Game – Sense of Smell
Game of memory, visual and olfactive matching featuring 
fruit, flower and plant smells. Includes 1 double sided board, 
24 Bee tokens, 16 smell capsules and 16 corresponding 
picture chips, 1 dice and 2 sets of rules (in French).  
2 to 4 players.
Age: 3 + 2895 2128288

F Fruits and their aromas
Self-correcting, sensory game, designed to develop the 
sense of smell by establishing a difference between  
12 fruit aromas. The fruits are pictured whole and cut in 
half on colour photographs, to create a visual-olfactive 
comparison for a greater knowledge of the fruits. Includes 
12 plastic aroma bottles and 24 thick cardboard cards, in 
a carrying case.
Age: 4 + 4995 2130615
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Spatial Recognition

A In the Right Place
Alone, children use clues to build a train and organize the 
cars and their passengers. Develops observation, logic and 
spatial representation skills. Includes 12 double-sided, 
progressive, and self-correcting activity cards, 1 magnetic 
wooden train in 6 pieces, 5 wooden animals and a teacher's 
guide.
Age: 5 + 4595 2131977

B Topoprimo
One child places a landscape sheet on the back of the easel 
and describes the image. The other child then places the 
figurines on the landscape according to the indications 
received. Designed to discover and use basic positional 
words (in, on, under, etc.). Includes (2) 33 x 15.5 x 22 cm 
high magnetic easels, 4 magnetic landscape sheets, 
magnetic figurines, example cards, and teacher's notes. 
Thick, glossy, laminated cardboard, in bright colours.
Age: 4 + 6995 2179786

C Adjectives and Positions Game
Set of 4 wooden double entry boards featuring different 
themes (vehicles and colours, size, viewing angle, position 
in space). Enhances spatial orientation, organization and 
logic skills. In a wooden storage tray 27.5 x 27.5 x 5 cm.
Age: 3 + 5995 2069896

D Shikacolor
Self-corrective, colour-coded logic game with a 5 x 5 grid 
to cover using rulers of different lengths. Includes 6 double-
sided 15 x 15 cm magnetic boards with 12 progressive 
activities, 6 double-sided self-corrective sheets, 30 magnetic 
rulers in 5 lengths and 5 colours, and a teacher's guide. 
Workshop for 2 children.
Age: 4 + 4895 2103281

E Perspective Park
Children study a picture card, then recreate the scene on a 
slotted foam base by arranging the characters and elements 
depicted. Includes: 1 base, 10 progressive picture cards, and 
8 play pieces.
Age: 3 + 2595 2013241

F Logic City
In this spatial orientation, logic game, children place 
buildings on a base, to match their position pictured on  
45 challenge cards. Includes 14 wooden pieces, 1 double 
sided base, 1 background card, and 45 progressive 
challenge cards.
Age: 3 + 2595 2035236

G Topologix
On a double-entry board, indicate the position of the  
5 animals relating to the 5 elements in the scene. Includes 
1 wooden board, 20 double-sided cards (with solutions 
printed on the back), and 5 wooden animal tokens.
Age: 4 + 2395 2061455
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Spatial Recognition

A All About Me Sorting Neighbourhood Set
Children learn colour, matching, sorting, counting, 
imaginative, language and social-emotional skills as they 
talk about themselves and their families and play, using 
the 36 people counter set in 6 shapes and 6 colours, and 
6 two-piece, 8 cm high, stackable houses. Activity guide 
included. Plastic.
Age: 3 + 3495 2125474

B Pattern Stacker
Children pick, match and stack geometric shapes, each on a 
square base for easier grasping and fitting. Includes a  
20.7 x 22.7 cm wooden base, 16 wooden shapes, and  
12 cardboard progressive pattern cards, real-size to also 
play on the cards.
Age: 2 + 2595 2038222

C Eduludo Spacio
Spatial awareness game where children must correctly 
place figures on a board, to recreate the disposition seen 
on a photo. Includes 1 wooden board 13 x 18 cm, 6 rubber 
figures, 20 challenge cards in 2 levels of difficulty, with the 
solution on the back, and the rules. 1 player.
Age: 4 + 3195 2103315

D Animocolorix
Identify the colour of the 5 animals pictured on each 
card and record your answers on the double entry board. 
Includes 1 wooden board 20 x 20 cm, 5 wooden tokens, 
and 20 laminated picture cards 17 x 17 cm with solutions 
on the back.
Age: 3 + 2395 2125250

E Move-N-Sort
Children slide the discs along the tracks, to reproduce the 
colour patterns of the 10 cardboard cards. Develops sorting 
and problem solving skills, counting and dexterity. Sturdy 
wooden discs and 22 x 22 cm board.
Age: 2 + 2995 2128270

F Buddy Builders
Children connect arms to legs to build structures with  
32 male and female, self-standing play figures, each 7.6 cm 
tall. Great for sorting, counting and problem-solving. Sturdy, 
colourful plastic. In a storage jar.
Age: 3 + 2495 2132678
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Auditory Exploration

A My First Sound Situations Lotto
In large group settings or lotto games, 
children must identify 30 sounds matching 
the sound situations pictured on 6 large, 
daily life scenes including the kitchen, 
dining room, bedroom, bathroom, street and 
park. Superb listening and language material 
features bright, dynamic pictures in thick 
cardboard. Includes (6) 32.5 x 22.5 cm lotto 
boards, 30 counters, 1 audio CD, and  
1 multilingual teacher's guide.
Age: 2 + 4995 2179794

B Audio lotto – Familiar sounds
Classic game designed to enhance auditory 
skills. 36 familiar sounds are recorded on 
a 36-minute CD in 4 different sequences. 
Children identify the sound and place a 
counter on the matching picture. Also 
includes 12 reinforced lotto cards  
8.5 x 23 cm, 40 plastic counters and  
1 teacher's guide. 6 children workshop.
Age: 5 + 4795 2117349

C Picto Sound
Game of observation, auditory, 
discrimination and speed with 1 electronic 
unit featuring 50 easy sounds and  
70 difficult sounds made by animals, 
bird songs, everyday noises and musical 
instruments, with the name of each sound 
heard. Includes 120 double-sided photo 
or picture counters with the name of the 
sound. Requires 2 AAA batteries, not 
included. 1 to 6 players.
Age: 4 + 3995 2128197

D Moves & Sounds
Players take turns drawing a disc showing 
an animal or an object, making the 
corresponding noise or mime. This memory 
game consists of repeating the sequence of 
sounds heard in order, which corresponds 
to the tokens stacked on top of each other. 
Includes 12 wooden tokens of Ø 8 cm. 
Fabric storage pouch. 2 players and more.
Age: 3 + 1995 2132348

E Sound Matching Game
Children shake the cubes and pair the same-
sounding ones, or place the cubes decorated 
face down and find pairs with the same 
colour jewel. Set of 12 sturdy beech wood 
sensory cubes, 4.5 cm each.
Age: 2 + 3995 2135952

F Sounds Situations Loto
Children identify 48 sounds matching 
situations from everyday life, then locate 
them with tokens on the 6 picture game 
boards (garden, kitchen, forest, etc.). The 
sound sequences are presented twice, scene 
by scene, then mixed up. With 33 x 22 cm 
cardboard scene cards, 60 tokens, 1 CD 
lasting 54 minutes and 1 detailed teacher's 
leaflet.
Age: 4 + 4995 2101590

G Sound Sequence Stories Set
Children study scene boards featuring 
2 time-related themes – A day at school 
and The seasons – and listen to a CD to 
identify sounds, spot aural clues, learn 
to build a narrative, establish the order 
of events in a story, and acquire a new 
vocabulary. Includes 8 large scene boards, 
4 series of 4 or 5 sequential images per 
theme, 36-minute CD and comprehensive 
teacher's guide.
Age: 5 + 5995 2191898
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Tactile Exploration

A Olive Massage Balls
Easy-to-use, oval-shaped therapy balls designed to 
provide sensory enhancement and relieve tension, while 
improving children's dexterity. Offer a wide surface for 
massaging the whole body, especially the fingers, hands, 
feet, neck and back. Also fun to throw and catch. Moderate 
softness. Green PVC.
Large
5 x 11 cm. Sold individually. 395 2030286
Small
3 x 7 cm. Sold individually. 380 2030419
3 x 7 cm. Pack of 12. Reg. 3595 2032142
Promo price until Dec 31st. 2021 29.

95 2032142

B Senso Dot Balls
These easy-to-grip, soft, durable, nubby balls are great for 
toddlers to pick up and throw. Fun, enticing, contrasting 
colours. Set of (4) 10.2 cm balls.
 2995 2014025

C The Zinger Head Massager
Easy to use scalp massager stimulates nerve endings. 
Has a relaxing or titillating effect, depending on the user. 
Composed of 12 light stainless steel branches with soft resin 
tips. 23.5 cm.
 595 2036143

D TheraPressure™ Brush
Oval shaped sensory brush features high density bristles and 
an attached, ergonomic handle which fits comfortably in the 
hand. The preferred brush for the Wilbarger protocol. White. 
Contact an occupational therapist for specific instructions on 
brushing therapy.
 850 2045714

E Power Body Massager
Press the massager on the desired body part and apply 
pressure to activate vibration.
Compact design is ideal for home, school or when travelling. 
Requires 3 x AAA batteries or insert a USB (all included). 
Plastic in bright, assorted colours. Each sold separately.
 895 2088870

F Acupressure Ring Set
Set of 1 ankle or wrist bracelet and 2 rings, with stimulating 
triangle-shaped points that target pressure points along the 
hands and feet. Provide the right amount of pressure for skin 
stimulation, without penetrating the skin. Stainless steel.
Age: 6 + 1295 2109882

G Sensory Shapes
Set of 6 vibrant colour, soft plastic balls in different shapes, 
covered with flexible spikes. Offer an interesting tactile 
stimulation. Cube measures 9 cm.
 2395 2178135

H Roller Ball Massager
Ergonomically-designed massager allows you to give a fluid 
and stress-relieving massage using a circular motion or up 
and down movements. Thick, flexible, see-through plastic 
glove-shaped massager features 9 deep-set metal spheres 
on the front and an adjustable hand strap as well as flexible 
bristles on the back. Keep massager dry and clean when not 
in use and avoid exposure to moisture. 14 x 16 cm. 300 g.
 995 2179893

I Harmony Roller
Give deep-pressure massages effortlessly, over clothes, with 
this multi-directional rolling head, encased in an easy-grip, 
ergonomic plastic and rubber handle. Assorted colours.
 825 2207413

J Porcupine Balls
Soft-to-the-touch balls, covered with soft bumps, designed 
to encourage manipulative play and enhance grasping skills. 
Set of (6) ø 12 cm, brightly-coloured balls.
 3995 5004148
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Orbeez
The small, hard and coloured seeds 
grow up to 100 times bigger in 
water, becoming slippery, squishy 
and soft to offer a unique tactile 
experience. After use, dry out the 
seeds and grow them over and 
over again.
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A Texture Collection Basket
Filled with textures, materials (velvet, faux 
fur, crinkly fabrics), patterns in various 
colours, and embroidered details. Ideal for 
sensory stimulation, imaginative, peek-a-
boo and loose part play, communication, 
acting out nursery rhymes and stories, and 
enriching vocabulary. Includes 1 ø 50 x 
14 cm soft basket with handles children can 
even climb inside, 1 ball with 6 textures,  
1 small basket, 1 bee, 1 caterpillar,  
1 butterfly, 4 voile scarves, 1 fruit friend 
with mirror bottom, 1 small texture mat, and 
practical idea cards. Machine washable.
Age: 6 m + 26995 2134385

B Sensory Ball Set
Assortment of balls allowing to discover the 
various resistances, textures, diameters and 
densities. Perfect with our Touch Pocket (see 
2234458). Silent and usually small sizes. 
19-piece set includes (1) 7 cm small Olive 
Massage Ball, (1) 8 cm Porcupine Ball, 
(1) 7.5 cm Foam Ball, (1) 7.6 cm Flashing 
Neutron Ball, (1) 7 cm reaction ball, (1) 
5.7 cm Stress-Less Gel Ball, (1) 6.3 cm 
soft Moji Ball (Note: Printed face is not 
permanent.), (1) 10 cm hard plastic Wiffle 
Ball, (1) 5 cm silicone rubber Mox Ball, (6) 
5 cm fluffy pompons and (3) 4 cm glossy 
vinyl balls. In a navy blue 47 x 32 cm fabric 
bag with drawstring closure.
Age: 3 + 6795 2089266

C Tactile Exploration Bag
Soft bag in contrasting colours and fabrics 
(plush and sateen), for added stimulation. 
Insert the hands in the 2 top openings, to 
feel a variety of small objects (not included), 
slipped in the bag through the zippered side 
opening. 34 x 26.5 cm.
 2295 2234458

D Orbeez
Grow up to 100 times bigger in water, 
becoming slippery and squishy. Just 
rehydrate them over and over again after 
each use.
4 packs of 1000 multicoloured beads each.
Age: 5 + 2295 2132108

E Mirror Trays
Wooden mirror sensory trays for sorting, 
collecting, filling with loose parts, metallic 
or translucent objects, creating transient 
art activities and exploring reflections. 
Double-sided acrylic mirror inserted in a 
wooden frame with convenient handles. Set 
of 4 nesting shapes, 1 rectangle, 1 square, 
1 hexagon and 1 triangle. Largest shape is 
H 14 cm × W 44 cm × L 55 cm. Indoor use 
only. Not to be used with sand, as it will 
scratch the mirrored surface.
 11995 2134369

F Tactile Balls
Jar of 8 nice-to-handle balls in assorted 
sizes, colours and textures, with spikes, 
bumps, studs, ridges and cavities. 4 balls 
measure ø 8 cm and 4 are ø 10 cm. Made of 
soft plastic.
 2495 2132082

G Reflex Soft Balls
Squeezable, spikey, PVC balls used to relax 
and stimulate muscles, reduce tension and 
stimulate blood flow. Ideal for massaging 
extremities, back, neck and shoulders.  
Set of (2) ø 8 cm balls.
 1195 5004155

Auditory Exploration
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A Loto Tactilo
Who can resist stroking these lovely animals to find the one 
designated by the spinner? This touchy-feely game enhances 
tactile discrimination and language skills, while building 
vocabulary. Includes 18 cards 6 cm square, 1 spinner 
featuring all the animals, 1 fabric bag and the rules of the 
game. 1 to 4 players.
Age: 3 + 3195 2130201

B Farm Tactilo Lotto
Farm tactile discovery game where children must identify, 
by touch only, 15 irresistible plastic figures, in 5 categories: 
fruits, vegetables, animals, insects, and tools. Includes (1) 
ø 21 cm spinner board in thick, glossy cardboard, 1 cloth 
bag and the rules with variations for younger players. Sheep: 
6 cm. 1 to 4 players.
Age: 3 + 4495 2131084

C Touch and Match Board
Match up the 10 tactile hardwood counters each with a 
different textured and coloured top surface with the board 
recess featuring the same texture and colour. Use in your 
sensory corner or in a variety of 2-player games (lotto, 
memory, feely bag, and more). 27.2 x 11 x 3.6 cm high.
Age: 3 + 2595 2045821

D Tactile Maxi-Memory Everyday Life
Montessori-inspired, large format, tactile memory game 
features beautiful real images of everyday life with different 
textures. Versatile material can be used to develop tactile 
discrimination, visual memory, attention and language 
through the sense of touch. Set of 34 sturdy tactile cards,  
9 x 9 cm ea., with an indented edge for easier handling.
Age: 3 + 3395 2046399

E Play Foam – Group Set
Children simply squish the Play Foam up, shape it in any way 
they like, squash it back down and start all over again. Light, 
no-stick formula never dries out and won't stick to carpets or 
furniture. Non-toxic. Includes (16) 19 x 11.5 x 5 cm super-
sized pieces, in 8 great colours.
Age: 3 + 11995 2207181

F Go Bong!
Square rubber disk made of 6 rows of 6 "bubbles" to 
press. Offers three solitary logic games, two of which refer 
to elements of chess and one for two players, where they 
press in turn, one or more bubbles of the same horizontal or 
vertical line. The one who presses the last bubble wins the 
round. The first player who wins 3 rounds wins.  
For 1 to 2 players.
 995 2160430

G Go Pop
Rubber disc with 6 rows displaying a total of 28 "mice". In 
turn, the two players bury one or more adjacent mice in the 
same row. The player who presses the last mouse loses the 
round. The player who wins 3 rounds wins the game. Game 
duration: 15 min. Versatile, can be used as a rule game or as 
an anti-stress object. Nice tactile sensation and sound.
 995 2208502

Tactile Exploration
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Tactile Exploration

A Teaching Tac-Tiles
Reach into the bag to find 2 matching 
shapes or textures only by touch, or follow 
the activity cards showing 2 features. 
Learn shape identification while building 
vocabulary, matching and early math skills, 
and strengthening fine motor skills. Includes 
(20) 5 cm, sturdy plastic pieces in 5 shapes 
and 4 textures, 10 laminated cards, 1 strong 
bag, and 1 activity guide.
Age: 3 + 2695 2179877

B Touch and Tell Turtle
Simply match the 10 wooden discs, each 
featuring a different colour and texture, 
with the friendly turtle's 10 recesses. To 
further enhance tactile skills, play with your 
eyes closed or feel the discs in a bag (not 
included). Wooden turtle is 28 x 18 x 3 cm.
Age: 3 + 2395 2062685

C Mystery Feeling Box
Offers a rich variety of tactile experiences, 
to enhance shape recognition skills, as well 
as texture, size and object discrimination. 
Wooden box with double-sided dry erase 
board and vinyl panels in each hand 
opening. 27.3 x 19.6 x 15.2 cm high. 
Accessories sold separately, see 2186658.
Age: 2 + 5295 2186633

D Manipulation accessories
Set of 22 coloured objects (animals, 
geometrical shapes, vehicles, trees, heart 
and figurine), and (22) 9 x 5.5 cm tiles with 
the corresponding silhouettes. All wood. 
Grazing cow: 7.5 x 4.5 x 1.5 cm thick.
Age: 2 + 3995 2186658

E Sensory Car
Colourful car with soft, textured inserts and 
studs. With a soft window for inserting the 
8 supplied soft bricks. A flip top doubles as 
a base for stacking the bricks and a lid for a 
storage compartment. Dishwasher safe.  
28 x 16.5 x 18 cm high.
Age: 6 m + 3495 2126134

F Exploration Cushion
On top of this appealing faux suede cushion, 
a large window reveals 30 different, small 
objects hidden amongst white beads. A 
double-sided colour photo showing all the 
items is sealed in a pocket attached to the 
cushion, for free treasure hunting or specific 
object search, while enhancing language and 
vocabulary skills. With a convenient name 
tag. 16 x 15.5 x 2.5 cm thick.
Age: 3 + 2495 2235083

G Textured Sensory Mitts
Set of 5 sensory mitts, each featuring a 
different fabric in a different solid colour  
on the front and back, for a total of  
10 smooth, bumpy, glossy, soft, satiny, 
furry, velvety (and more) textures to 
discover and explore. With a stretchy wrist 
band. Machine washable. 25 cm long. In a 
transparent storage bag.
Age: 3 + 2695 2235091
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Tactile Exploration

A Fun 2 Play Activity Trays
Sturdy plastic trays are great for sand and water play, gardening, sorting activities and messy 
arts projects. Clever recessed lids provide an additional playing surface. 58 x 58 x 23 cm. 
Use on a table, floor or with a stand (sold separately; see 2037133 and 2037141).
Age: 3 +
Clear 14995 2037117
Aqua 14995 2037125

B Fun 2 Play Tray
Used to offer contrast during activities. Also doubles as a chalkboard. Infinite black. 50 x 50 x  
3.5 cm. Fits inside a Fun 2 Play Activity Tray lid (see 2037117 and 2037125). Stores under 
the Fun 2 Play Activity Tray Stands as a convenient shelf (see 2037133 and 2037141).
Age: 3 + 3695 2037158

C Fun2 Rectangular Mirrors Set
Set of 3 flexible PC mirrors, 1 large (50 x 30 cm) and 2 medium (45 x 30 cm), all 0.5 mm 
thick. Includes reusable stickers to join two mirrors together. Can be used between a  
Fun 2 Play Activity Tray (see 2037117 and 2037125) and a Fun 2 Play Tray (see 2037158).
Age: 3 + 3995 2037174

Rainbow Pebbles
Use these bright, soft-to-the-touch pebbles as an appealing manipulative for a variety of early 
mathematics and building activities. Set includes 48 pebbles in 4 sizes and 6 colours, and  
12 double-sided progressive activity cards.
Age: 3 + 
D Rainbow Pebbles
Appealing construction and early mathematics manipulative is ideal for counting, sorting and 
2D or 3D creative design. Set of 36 pebbles in 6 sizes and 6 bright colours, and 20 activity 
cards in a sturdy plastic container. 2695 2210060
E Rainbow Pebbles Set of 48
Use these bright, soft-to-the-touch pebbles as an appealing manipulative for a variety of early 
mathematics and building activities. Set includes 48 pebbles in 4 sizes and 6 colours, and 12 
double-sided progressive activity cards. 2795 2098119
F Rainbow pebbles with tray
36 pebbles in 6 colours, 1 black plastic tray and 25 activity cards. 2995 2129831
Age: 18 m + 
G Junior rainbow pebbles
36 pebbles, in 3 shapes, 6 pastel colours, Activity Guide included! In a jar. 
  1995 2129823
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Caution:  
Use for periods of 10 to 15 minutes. When placed on 
the shoulders, the weight of the Weighty Buddy  
should not exceed 10% of the child’s weight.Weighty Buddy

Discover the Weighty Buddy collection of B & B, in rich colours and well known benefits. Used for relaxation and 
sleeping time, homework or more demanding work or sensory activities, the Weighty Buddy:
•  Makes a deep pressure and gives proprioceptive feedback that promotes awareness of  

muscle tension that can be soothing and helps concentrating.
• Has a balanced weight on each side and holds well on shoulders or thighs.
• Has nice-to-handle clamps or legs.
Age: 3 +
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Proprioception

A Weighty Buddies – Colin the Crab
Featuring 2 eyes and 2 leg to handle, 
everybody loves this friendly animal. 
Made of lycra and suedine. Padded with 
polyethylene beads. Hand washable.
 1 5 kg 2 5 kg

Dark Grey 2234920 2234953
Navy blue 2234904 2234938
Satiny Blue 2234326 2234342
Turquoise 2234912 2234946
 4695 5295

B Weighty Buddies
Made of tone-on-tone blue or purple/gray 
fabric. Available in 1 and 2 kg weight, with 
2 eyes and 1 mouth printed, 1 paw/claw to 
manipulate or use in communication games 
(pick up an object, shake hands, wave to 
a friend).
 1 kg 2 kg

Blue 2234367 2234383
Dark Grey 2234987 2235018
Navy blue 2234961 2234995
Purple 2234375 2234391
Turquoise 2234979 2235000
 3995 4995

C Velvet Weighted Activity Cushion
Those weighted activity cushions provide a 
soothing deep pressure and proprioceptive 
feedback. The top side is made of lycra 
with a polka-dot print or of soft, stretch 
velvet fabric. The bottom side is made of 
suedine fabric and features 2 pockets where 
the child can slip their hands or objects (a 
sweet note, card, pictogram, etc.). Filled with 
polypropylene beads. 42 x 21 x 2 cm. 2 kg.
Satin 
This weighted activity cushion sits on the 
child’s thighs and provides a soothing deep 
pressure and proprioceptive feedback. The 
top side is made of lycra with a polka-dot 
print to use with various activities: counting 
the dots by 1, skip 2 or 3, etc. tracing patterns 
or shapes with your fingers, pipe cleaners, 
laces, yarn and so much more! The bottom 
side is made of polyester satin with 2 pockets 
where the child can slip their hands or objects 
(a sweet note, a card, etc.) Stuffed with 
polypropylene beads. 42 x 21 x 2 cm. 2 kg. 

Green 4995 2234441
Dark Grey 4995 2235042
Turquoise 4995 2235034
Navy Blue 4995 2235026

D Protective Covers for Weighted 
Buddies

These zippered protective covers fit 
perfectly over our Weighted Buddies. 
Made of soft, pleasant-to-the-touch nylon. 
Machine washable.
Cover for Colin the Crab  
1 5 kg 2195 2234417
2 5 kg 2195 2234409
Cover for Smiley Sami  
1 kg 2195 2234433
2 kg 2195 2234425

Hint from B2
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Proprioception

A Lycra Cocoon Swing
Drop-shaped swing made of sturdy Lycra is designed to be 
suspended from the ceiling (hardware not included). Once 
the user climbs in, the swing hung by a single suspension 
point closes up, giving the illusion of a cocoon. Maximum 
weight: 90 kg.
Blue 23695 2088714
White 23695 2128304

B Exercise Fabric Rings
Made of sturdy Lycra, these rings provide a resistance 
to movement which relaxes and tones muscles. Ideal for 
warm-up activities or to work off tension. Colour may vary. 
34 cm wide. Length is calculated when ring is folded in two. 
Available in 3 sizes.
Preschool 
1 meter. 4395 2088722
Child 
1..25 m 4895 2088730
Adult 
1..50 m 5195 2088748

C Lycra Fitted Sheet
Designed for floor mats used at naptime in early childhood 
centres, to apply a light pressure on the child which calms 
and helps to induce sleep. Features a wide self-gripping band 
down the whole length. Simply slide over the mat, placing the 
band under the mat, and adjust according to the child's size 
and the desired pressure. 98 cm long x 127 cm wide.
 7995 2104933

D Weighted Animals
The comforting plushes provide a proprioceptive sensory 
stimulation, namely a deep pressure applied on the region 
of the body where they are placed (shoulders, chest, back, 
lap). This may have a calming effect, by regulating the central 
nervous system, and promote attention and concentration 
during cognitive tasks. Soft, grey velour and satin body and 
floppy ears and legs, and printed facial features. Filled with 
recycled plastic pellets. Durable fabrics and reinforced seams 
for long use. Hand-wash and drip-dry. Include a string bag.
Manimo the Dog 
Velvety "coat", embroidered features and a scarf to finger. 2 kg 
 5995 2134963
Luna the Cat 2 kg 4995 2135143
Ziggy the Elephant 2 kg 4995 2135135

E Foot Roller
This foot massager quietly enables the release of excess 
energy while sitting or standing, which may alleviate anxiety 
and boredom, and increase focus. Spins forward and 
backward. Use without shoes. Anti-skid rubber feet for hard 
surfaces and carpets. 17 x 14 x 7 cm.
Age: 6 + 2795 2134930

F Ghost Body Sock
Children climb in this large, stretchy Lycra bag featuring a 
wide back opening with Velcro closure, to become a variety 
of moving characters or objects, such as ghosts, bats, 
sculptures, and much more! While hidden from the view, 
children can see their audience through the fabric and feel 
reassured. Even the shyest of young actors will let their 
imagination run free! Certain exercises are also designed to 
redefine a 3D space, while developing muscles, balance and 
coordination. Assorted colours.
Small 3 to 5 years 
100 x 68 cm. 3995 5020953
Medium 6 to 8 years 
119 x 68 cm. 4495 5020961
Large 9 to 12 years 
142 x 71 cm. 4995 5020979
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Flexible Setting

A HugglePod® Hanging Chair
Children tuck themselves inside this cozy teardrop-shape 
hanging chair to have a quiet place all of their own. Includes 
a thick, removable, ø 71 cm inflatable cushion and a 
carabiner. Perfect for indoor and outdoor use. Please note: 
Not intended for use as a swing. Hanging hardware is not 
included. Professional installation is recommended when 
hanging from ceiling or beam. We suggest that a swivel hook 
be used. Maximum weight: 79 kg. Sturdy, machine-washable 
cotton canvas. Green and blue.
 7495 2038156

B Rocking Adjustable-Height Stools with 
connectors

The ergonomic stools feature 2 connectors allowing to adjust 
height from 30 to 45 cm. Black rubber, anti-slip bottom, 
slightly rounded to allow users to gently rock. By offering a 
wider range of sensory and motion input, this “active sitting” 
helps to decrease fidgeting and increase concentration, while 
strengthening the muscles that support the spine. Made of 
durable polypropylene with a thick, comfortable, high density 
and anti-tear NBR rubber top insert, which naturally repels 
moisture. Built-in handles for easy carrying. Each stool 
includes 1 base, 1 top, and 2 screw-in connectors (5 and 
10 cm), to adjust seat height from 30 to 45 cm. Simply wipe 
with a wet cloth or sponge to clean, and air dry.
Blue 7995 2129583
Green 7995 2129591
Black 7995 2109007

C Joki Hanging Nests
Children snuggle inside this teardrop-shaped hanging 
chair when looking for peace and quiet. Includes a thick, 
removable ø 71 cm cushion, removable suspension 
hardware for all types of ceilings, and a safety swivel for easy 
height adjustments. For indoor use. Maximum weight 79 
kg. Sturdy, machine-wash bio cotton canvas, with durable 
padded edges.
Beige 22995 2132496
Blue 22995 2132470

D Moki Max Kids Hammock
Developed in cooperation with occupational therapists 
for movement training. Large and sturdy enough to 
accommodate an adult and a child. Features a safety hook 
for one-step height adjustments, hardware for all kinds of 
ceilings, and safe closed suspension loops. For indoor use. 
Maximum weight 161 kg. Thick, machine-washable cotton 
canvas, with durable padded edges. Fabric width 1.60 m. 
Total length 3.5 m.
 25995 2132488

E Classroom Cruiser
The only self-regulation cruiser built for fit, riding comfort 
and safety. Designed specifically for student-sized riders 
and equipped with quickly and fully adjustable seat and 
handlebars to prevent injury. Features a durable build 
exceeding commercial standards, a quiet drivetrain 
to minimize distractions, covered, to keep fingers and 
clothes away from moving parts, an adjustable magnetic 
resistance to set the difficulty level, and a built-in display 
to track distance, speed, time, RPM and calories burned 
(batteries included). On sturdy casters and light enough 
for easy moving around the classroom. Requires very low 
maintenance. 4 models available, that is in 2 sizes, with or 
without a backrest and a multi-position surface for reading 
or writing.
Grades PreK-2 84995 5024542
Grades PreK-2 with desktop/backrest 
 94995 5024948
Grades 3-6 84995 5024922
Grades 3-6 with desktop/backrest 
 94995 5024955
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Flexible Setting

A Rocking Stools
Fun-shaped stools made of durable, 
colourfast, glossy polypropylene with a non-
skid, top rubber disc insert. Red.
31 cm  
Stool: 33 x 33 x 31 cm; Seat height: 31 cm. 
For preschool and 1st grade. 
 6495 2009199
37 cm  
Stool: 33 x 33 x 37 cm; Seat height: 37 cm. 
For grades 1, 2 and 3. 
 6995 2009207
45 cm  
Stool: 33 x 33 x 45 cm; Seat height: 45 cm. 
For grades 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
 7395 2009215
52 cm  
Stool: 33 x 33 x 52 cm; Seat height: 52 cm. 
For high school and adults. 
 7995 2096642

B The Surf Portable Workstation
Cleverly designed portable work surface 
ensures you have both a seat and a surface 
for your laptop or notebook, on a chair or 
on the floor. Comfortable, durable plastic 
and polypropylene one-piece design with 
supportive ribbing for stability. Stacks for easy 
storage. Lightweight for easier portability.  
60.9 x 36.0 x 27.9 cm. 5 year warranty.
Age: 6 +
Blue 3695 2017051
Black 3695 2017069

C Disc 'O' Sit
These dynamic, inflatable cushions help 
improve the attention span sitting on a chair 
because of the movement they allow. Ideal 
in class or during homework, for children 
struggling to remain seated. Can be used for 
exercises or play on the ground, to develop 
coordination and increase reflexes and stability. 
Easily inflatable by mouth. Latex-free.
Junior 
Maximum capacity : 45 kg. Red.
ø 32 cm 3195 5000021
Regular 
Maximum capacity : 120 kg. Blue.
ø 39 cm 3495 2030427

D Movin' Sit Cushions
Dynamic, inflatable, wedge-shaped cushions 
activate intrinsic trunk muscles to encourage 
active sitting and support the spine. Can 
also be used upright on any chair, to offer 
back support, or flat on the ground. Perfect 
for children with poor posture or who have 
trouble sitting still. Easily inflatable by 
mouth. Convenient, built-in handle. Blue. 
Latex-free.
Junior 
Maximum load: 45 kg. 25 x 25 cm 
 3295 2031060
Regular 
Maximum load 120 kg. 36 x 36 cm 
 3495 2030435

E Ergonomic adjustable height stool
This ergonomic height adjustable (40 to 
54.5 cm) stool features a slightly rounded 
non-skid rubber bottom, while allowing 
users to gently rock. An active sitting 
position helps decreasing fidgeting and 
increasing awareness and strengthens the 
muscles that support the spine. Simply 
adjust height by pushing a button under the 
seat. Made of durable polypropylene with a 
non-skid top rubber disc insert. Light green.
Age: 8 + 11995 2045581

F Flexi-station
This workstation allows you to work 
comfortably wherever you need: in the 
classroom, at home, outside, on a chair or 
on the floor. Ergonomic, the work surface 
can be used flat or tilted at a 22o angle. 
Extremely compact, it folds in three and 
can be carried in a backpack or simply in 
the hands with documents. Made of shock-
resistant plastic, it is very sturdy and easy to 
clean. Work surface is 40.5 x 25.4., 27.8 cm 
height. 7.5 cm thick once folded.
Age: 6 + 4495 2131886

G Under Desk Cycle
Get more activity and feel more alert without 
interrupting your work. An 8-position 
magnetic resistance ensures whisper 
quiet operation. Low profile and wide base 
prevent the DeskCycle from rocking back 
and forth. Low pedal rotation height is only 
24.7 cm; fits under desks as low as 68.6 cm. 
Foot shifter allows for hands-free tension 
adjustments. Large pedals are easy to locate 
under the desk. Digital meter allows you 
to track progress. Sturdy plastic and steel 
construction only weighs 10.1 kg.
 22995 5021647
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Flexible Setting

A Scoop Rockers
These 6 ergonomic rocker seats are the perfect addition to 
the reading, relaxation activity centers. Lightweight, sturdy 
and colorful plastic. 60.3 x 40 x 56.5 cm high. Simply stack 
after use. Warning: Do not use on high surfaces. Max. 
Weight : 23 kg.
Single unit 1595 2039311
Set of 6 7495 2034825

B Rave Rockers
This chair offers a light, silent and stable rocking. Reinforced 
moulded plastic shell, to be stronger. Available in 4 seat 
heights. Navy.
Maximum weight capacity 90. 7 kg.
Seat height of 30. 5 cm. 15995 2036929
Seat height of 35. 5 cm. 15995 2036937
Maximum weight capacity 158. 7 kg.
Seat height of 40. 6 cm. 15995 2036945
Seat height of 45. 7 cm. 15995 2036952

Swivel Tractor Seat Stool
Features a high density polymer moulded seat, which rotates 
360 degrees, pneumatic seat height adjustment and 14 cm 
height range adjustment, heavy duty chrome base and dual 
wheel carpet casters.
C Black 10495 2039196
D Blue 10495 2039170
E Red 10495 2039204
F Silver 10495 2039188

G Rave Chairs
These suspended chairs with flexible backrest allow a 
slight movement of the body while offering lumbar support. 
Allow 4 sitting positions without torso twisting. One-piece 
moulded shell and fully welded frame are durable. Stackable. 
Available in 4 seat heights. Navy Blue.
Maximum weight capacity 79. 4 kg.
Seat height of 30. 5 cm. 9995 2039378
Seat height of 35. 5 cm. 9995 2039386
Maximum weight capacity 124. 7 kg.
Seat height of 40. 6 cm. 11495 2039394
Maximum weight capacity 124. 7 kg.
Seat height of 45. 7 cm. 11495 2039402

H Rave Floor Chair
The reinforced plastic seat shell features a flexible backrest 
which allows for movement while providing lumbar support 
and is moulded in one piece, for additional strength. The 
frame is fully welded for longevity and enhanced with a 
durable silver finish and floor saver glides. Stackable. 
10.1 cm seat height. Navy blue.
 14995 2039410

I Seaty Relax Cushion
Large cushion made of thick, soft, waterproof fabric, filled 
with microbeads. Contours the body perfectly and provides a 
reassuring effect. Removable cover and machine washable in 
cold water. 200 x 70 x 30 cm thick.
Blue 19195 5021555
Light Green 19195 5021548
Orange 19195 5021563
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Flexible Setting

Monoblock Comfort Chair
Perfect for the reading area or educators at various times 
of the day, this ergonomic seat is made for outdoor as well 
as indoor use. The monoblock concept makes it sturdy and 
stable. The removable foam seat is fixed with large velcro 
fasteners. Simply wash with water. Charcoal base. Transat is 
made of 100% recyclable polyethylene. Dimensions:
A Green cushion 14495 2071629
B Blue cushion 14495 2071645
C Orange cushion 14495 2071637

Folding Floor Chairs
Comfortable floor chairs feature a 5-position back and 
an adjustable carry strap. Lie flat for easy portability and 
storage. Seat: 50 x 50 cm; back: 50 x 40 cm high from the 
seat. Both are 5 cm thick.
D Green 4995 2014736
E Blue 4995 2014629

F Fatboy Junior 127 x 101 cm
Robust bean bag is ideal for sitting, reclining, reading and 
relaxing. Made of water- and dirt-repellent, sturdy nylon, and 
filled with EPS. For indoor use only.
Light Blue 21995 2039790
Orange 21995 2015030
Blue 21995 2015022
Lime Green 21995 2039808
Red 21995 2039782
Turquoise 21995 2039816
White 19995 2066967

G Fatboy Original 180 x 140 cm
Robust bean bag is ideal for sitting, reclining, reading and 
relaxing. Made of water and dirt-repellent, sturdy nylon, and 
filled with EPS. For indoor use only.
White 28995 2048395
Red 31995 2019313
Light blue 31995 2019321
Lime 31995 2019339
Turquoise 31995 2019347
Orange 31995 2019412
Blue 31995 2019404

H Colourful Cushions
Foam cushions with an easy-to-clean, sturdy vinyl shell. 
Perfect for story or circle time. 10 various colours available. 
ø 41 cm x 2.5 cm thick.
Set of 2 Cushions 
Light green and light blue. 2 extra colours to complement the 
8 cushion set. 2395 5004528
Set of 6 Cushions 
Blue, yellow, red, burnt orange, green, purple. 
 7395 2122943
Set of 8 Cushions 
Purple, royal blue, blue, green, yellow, orange, burnt orange, red. 
 9495 5004510

I Mini Table-bench
This desk features clean, classic lines. Use sitting or 
kneeling on the floor. Morphs into a lap desk or side table. 
Beautiful bentwood, with a natural finish that blends with 
any décor. Easily cleaned with a damp cloth and mild soap. 
Convenient side hand holes. 49 x 29.5 x 30.3 cm high.
 7995 2134252

J Nomad Storage unit
Consists of 1 storage frame with wheels and 10 foam 
cushions (ø 35 x 7 cm thick). Made of varnished plywood. 
Cushions are covered with vinyl. 86 x 46 x 38 cm high.
 44195 5046610
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Flexible Setting

A Wiggle Wobble Chair Feet
Snap each foot onto the standard round school chair glide 
(measuring between ø 2.85 cm and 3.17 cm) to create a 
wobble chair. Let children rock back, forth and all around, 
which may alleviate anxiety, hyperactivity and boredom and 
help focus. For tile, wood and carpeted floors. Set of 4.
 2795 2134914

B Inflatable Seat Cushions
Features 8 mm spikes on one side and small concentric 
bumps on the other. Not shown.
Blue 2995 2036119
Red 3295 2088516

C Sit'N Gym Balls
Encourages dynamic sitting through gentle core body 
movements that improve blood circulation in turn increasing 
attention span and ability to learn. Similar to the classic 
physiotherapy ball, but with little “feet”, to prevent it from 
moving or rolling when used as a sitting ball. Phthalate-free, 
latex-free and BPA-free vinyl is soft, comfortable, durable 
and resistant. Various colours. In case of puncture the ball 
deflates slowly. 
Shipped uninflated. Inflate with our Hand Pump (5002753) 
or Magic Air Pump (5010038). Maximum load: 120 kg.
45 cm 2995 2101442
55 cm 3595 2101459
65 cm 4395 2088524

D Thera-Band™ – Latex-Free Resistance Bands
Resistance bands, offered in 5 progressive levels of 
resistance. Scent-free and powder-free. Rolls are 10 cm wide 
x 22.85 m long or 10 cm wide x 4.5 m long.
4. 5 m
Yellow Soft 1795 2123149
Red Medium 1895 2123313
Green Heavy 1995 2123321
Blue Extra heavy 2295 2123339
Black XX-Heavy 2495 2123347
22. 85 m
Yellow Soft 8995 2123206
Red Medium 9495 2123214
Green Heavy 10495 2123222
Blue Extra heavy 11595 2123230
Black XX-Heavy 12995 2123248

Bouncy Bands
Bands may discreetly soothe student anxiety, frustration, and 
hyperactivity by letting them stretch their legs, bounce their 
feet and prop up their feet. Safe, 100% latex-free, heavy-duty 
rubber bands feature moulded loops at both ends and install 
in seconds. Include 2 support pipes to stay at the perfect 
height and not fall off when the chair or desk is moved. Can 
be used with Flexi-felt.
 
Bouncy Bands for Chairs
Fits on chairs with legs that are 3.5 cm diameter or less. 
Support pipes: 10 cm high.
E Bouncy Band for Chairs – Child size 
Fits chairs that have a distance of 33-45 cm between the 
chair legs. 2295 2124691
Bouncy Bands for chairs – Adult size 
Fits chairs that have a distance of 43-60 cm between the 
chair legs. 2495 2124741
Bouncy Band for Special Chairs 
Features wraparound fabric pipes with Velcro® closures and 
front hooks, to grip the beaded band. Fits chairs 25 4-60 9 cm 
wide, around wooden, plastic, irregular and even tubular steel 
legs, around circular legs 5 7 cm thick, square legs 4 4 cm 
thick or any shape up to 18 4 cm around. Not shown. 
  2595 2135218
F Bouncy Band for Desks 
50,8 cm long. and fits best on desks from 51 to 71 cm wide. 
Fits on legs of 4 cm or less in diameter. Sleeves: 20 cm high. 
  2195 2124709

G Wiggle Feet Cushion
Quietly enable movements while sitting at a desk, or in any 
chair, helping achieve greater focus by expelling excess 
energy. With flexible nubs on one side and small bumps on 
the other, for added tactile stimulation. Slip-resistant, anti-
burst, high quality material. Come inflated with the supplied 
pump. 38.1 x 30.5 x 6.3 cm.
 2695 2134922
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Flexible Setting

A Ray-L Chair
Multipurpose chair for children and adults, 
ideal for the reading corner, story time, nap 
time, etc. Allows to rock back and forth, 
allowing them to tone their core muscles. 
Sturdy tubular frame covered with thick, 
washable denim. Easy to stack or put away.
Blue Denim Ray-L chair 
 4295 2001634
Red Waterproof Ray-L Chair 
 5295 2109957
Denim Replacement cover 
 2495 2111094
Red Waterproof Ray-L chair replacement 
cover 
 3495 2109973

B ErgoErgo Stools
Appealing ergonomic stools compress 
slightly to allow small continuous 
movements forward, back, and side-to-
side, strengthening both students' core 
muscles and attention span. Comfortable 
and durable. Stack to save space. Made of 
UV-stable techno polymers, and can be used 
indoor and outdoor.
KidsErgo 
38 1 cm high x ø 35 5 cm. Maximum weight: 
77 kg. Blue. 11995 2045961
ErgoErgo 
50 8 cm high x ø 40 6 cm. Maximum weight: 
102 kg. Blue. 16495 2045979
ExtraErgo 21495 2046241

C Modern Ball Chair
This very comfortable and stable chair helps 
the child maintain good posture. The chair 
is made of a molded plastic shell with a 
backrest. The very sturdy vinyl ball stays in 
place in the seat cavity. The chair is mounted 
on solid wheels with a blocking mechanism.
Small – Child size 
Shell: 50 x 47 x 59 cm
Ball: 38-39 cm
Height: 42-44 cm
Maximum weight: 60 kg 
 15995 2101335
Large – Adult size 
Shell: 50 x 60 x 79 cm
Ball: 88-92 cm
Height: 58-60 cm
Maximum weight: 100 kg 
 20995 2101343

D Vinyl Bean Bag Seats
These inviting bean bag seats are made of 
soft to the touch and resistant vinyl. Very 
comfortable, It perfectly moulds to the shape 
of the body. For relaxation, reading and quiet 
play. Stuffed with polystyrene microbeads. 
Open and close with two superimposed and 
reversed zippers to prevent leakage. Simply 
clean with a cloth.
Blue – For children, 3 to 12 years 
 14195 5046552
Green – For children, 3 to 12 years 
 14195 5046560
Blue – Adult size 
 26995 5051057
Light grey – Adult size 
 26995 5051065
Light green – Adult size 
 26995 5051073
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Flexible Setting

AlphaBetter® Adjustable-Height Stand-Up Desk
Desk features a footrest fidget bar which allows students to 
redirect excess energy and engage in continuous motion 
that may potentially increase focus. Beige top is made of 
standard MDF with durable 3D thermoplastic laminate coating 
for resilient impact and chemical resistance, and adjustable 
height from 66 to 107.3 cm, in 3.17 cm increments. Steel 
base has black powder coat finish for durability. Nylon base 
levellers are adjustable for easy movement across smooth 
and carpeted floors. A phenolic resin, 66 cm wide, open shelf 
provides easily accessible storage area for school supplies 
and personal items. Desk pairs well with AlphaBetter® Stool 
(see 2017242)
A 71,1 x 50,8 cm working surface 
  51995 2017218
B 91,4 x 60,9 cm. working surface 
  60995 2017226
71 1 x 50 8 cm Dry erase working surface 
  58995 2128221
91 4 X60 9 cm Dry erase working surface. 
  66995 2128239
C AlphaBetter® Book Box 
Book Box offers smart storage for notebooks, books and 
other school supplies. Attaches under the desktop of the 
AlphaBetter® Adjustable-Height Stand-Up Student Desk 
(sold separately; see 2017218 and 2017226).) with included 
mounting screws. Metal construction for durability. 55. 8 cm 
wide x 38. 1 cm deep x 12. 0 cm high. Black. 
  12995 2017234
Casters for AlphaBetter® Adjustable-Height Desk 
Set of 4 blocking casters for Alphabetter Standing Desk.  
For hard floors. Not illustrated. 2995 2018133

D AlphaBetter® Adjustable-Height Student Stool
This stool has a durable powder coated steel frame and 
features a beige 33 x 33 cm seat constructed from 1.58 cm 
thick MDF with chemical and impact resistant thermoplastic 
laminate finish and a wide-angle, tip-resistant base design. 
Height is adjustable in 3.1 cm increments (54.6-88.9 cm) to 
accommodate students of all ages and sizes. Metal swivel 
glide feet for easy movement across smooth and carpeted 
floors. Stool can be used with the AlphaBetter® Desk 
Patented Swinging Pendulum™ Footrest Bar (see 2017218 
and 2017226).
 29995 2017242

E Adjustable Stool
This sturdy steel stool features a steel frame, adjustable 
height seat covered with recycled leather. Durable rubber tips 
to protect the floor. Height adjustable from 57.1 to 74.9 cm 
high. Tin. Can be used with the AlphaBetter® Adjustable 
Standing Stand (see 2017218 and 2017226). Minimal 
assembly required.
 13995 2018117

F Kudos Stool
This stool features a one-piece moulded seat shell for 
additional strength, backrest, handle for easy carrying, steel 
frame, foot rest for added comfort, environmentally friendly 
powder coat finish, and silent floor glides. 61 cm seat height. 
Navy blue.
 11995 2039428

G Adjustable height desk
Mobile desks whose height is simply adjusted by pressing 
1 handle on each side of the desks. Sturdy metal frame 
and laminate top. 2 casters allow easy moving. Storage 
compartment under the top panel. Assembly required
53 to 73 cm height 35995 2045367
73 to 103 cm height 35995 2045359

H Convertible Desk
Cleverly designed desk converts easily, securely and without 
tools from a sitting height to a standing height so children 
aren’t sedentary, use good posture, and stay engaged in 
activities. Desk surface height adjustable from 55.8 to 
74.9 cm, in 3.1 cm increments. Durable birch plywood.  
62.2 x 50.1 x 55.8-74.9 cm high. Lifetime warranty.
 49995 2097673

I Kick Balance Board
Increase the benefits of standing with this board which 
promotes low-intensity movements during use. Stable 
enough for a novice user while still providing sufficient 
mobility. Sturdy plastic base with an anti-fatigue, 
polyurethane surface for comfort, and conveniently moulded-
in handles for easy mobility. Pairs well with sit-stand 
workstations or standing desks and tables.  
81.9 cm wide x 31.1 cm deep x 7.6 cm high. Black.
 11995 2017259
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Stimuli Attenuators

Classroom Light Filters
These fluorescent light covers, in calming colours, 
tone down harsh glare and bright lights, for a soothing 
environment. Attach to standard ceiling fluorescent lighting 
fixtures with 6 sturdy magnets. Heat-resistant fabric panels 
61 x 122 cm long.
A Plain blue
Set of (4) panels. 4995 2175933
B Blue with circle patterns.
Set of 2. 2995 2088490

C Privacy Boards
Boards help keep students focused, distractions out 
and prevent wandering eyes. Perfect for desks, tables 
or computer areas. Made from recycled and recyclable 
corrugate, to be sturdy yet portable. Coloured on both sides. 
61.2 x 18.2 x 40.6 cm high each. Set of 4.
White 1895 2088557
Black 1895 2088540

D Hideout™ Privacy Panel T Kits
On any table, quickly and easily create 3 individual testing 
stations, study or work pods in classrooms, libraries, media 
centres, computer labs, and more. The polymer fibreboard 
panels, stackable for easy, space-saving storage, provide 
visual privacy and help diminish sound between the 
workspaces. Black connectors in durable steel. No edge 
clamps required. Includes 1 panel 91.4 cm wide, 2 panels 
45.7 cm wide and 2 T-connectors. Grey
Age: 4 + 14995 2134500

E 10 questions sur... Les hypersensibilités 
sensorielles

Available in French only.
 1995 2127009

F Accessory Kit for Hideout Privacy Panel T Kits
Includes 1 headphone hook 2.5 x 5 x 10.1 cm, and 1 white 
plastic desktop organizer 25.4 x 12.7 x 10.1 cm.
Age: 4 + 2995 2134518

G Portable Workstation
For children who become distractible in the classroom or who 
need support in organizing themselves and follow routines, 
clever set includes: (1) 86 x 40 cm high barrier with clear plastic 
pockets for pictograms and visual timetables (not included). 
Nylon. All fold down flat and store in the included bag.
 5495 2234508
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Finally a quiet classroom! Flexi-Felts are made of genuine rubber 
that is flexible and durable. Their different components are fixed with 
a high performance, heat treated glue.
Their interior holds a long lasting felt, made of a mix of wool, 8 mm 
thick, which reduces dust accumulation. Easy to install and doesn’t 
distract children. They are hypo-allergenic and environmentally 
friendly. They protect floors, which helps save on maintenance costs.
5 year warranty.

Hint from B2
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Stimuli Attenuators

Hush Buddies
These appealing ear muffs feature some of the industry's 
quietest earcups (27 dB), which makes them ideal for 
children who need the highest level of sound protection in 
loud areas or to focus on learning tasks. With an adjustable 
head band.
A Black (22db) 2795 2108413
B Panda (27db) 2995 2220358
C Red (27db) 1295 2220465
D Tiger (27db) 2995 2220366

E Flexi-felt for Tube Chair Legs
Slips over metal or plastic tipped legs and remains firmly 
gripped, even when chairs are piled.
ø 3/4'' Tube (6120) 155 2118271
ø 7/8'' Tube (6122) 155 2117760
ø 1'' Tube (6125) 155 2118032
ø 1 1/8'' Tube (6128) 155 2119071

F Flexi-felt for Tube Desk Legs
Slip over metal or plastic tipped legs and remains firmly 
gripped.
ø 1'' Tube (6225) 155 2118040
ø 1¼" Tube (6231) 155 2118057

G Yacker Tracker
Select the appropriate sound level for any given situation 
and let the Yacker Tracker® be an audio-visual reminder 
when the noise level gets too high. The counter indicates 
how many times the red light has been lit. The siren can be 
deactivated. With LED lights. Made of plastic, 42.5 cm high. 
Works with batteries or AC adapter (included).
 18995 2195899

H L'échelle du bruit
Available in French only.
 1295 2207355

I NoiseOff
Buffers out loud, harmful and distracting sounds, while 
still allowing speech to be heard at safe levels and without 
distortion. Creates a peaceful environment, reduces 
stress levels and helps increase concentration and focus. 
Lightweight and compact model with adjustable headband 
is easy to put on and take off when noise is intermittent. 
Easily hangs around the neck or folds small enough to store 
in a shirt pocket. Hygienic – foam ear cuffs sit at the outer 
ear canal and are impervious to mould, mildew and bacteria 
and can be washed with mild soap when required. Noise 
reduction rating is 26 dB.
Black 2995 2220697
NoiseOff Replacement Foams – Pack of 4 
Hygienic and resistant to mould, mildew and bacteria, these 
acoustic foam cuffs can be cleaned with mild soap and water 
as needed. Black. 555 2220796
NoiseOff Replacement Foams – Pack of 20 
Hygienic and resistant to mould, mildew and bacteria, these 
acoustic foam cuffs can be cleaned with mild soap and water 
as needed. Black. 2795 2220788
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Fidget Tools

A Manipulation Set
Inviting assortment of “fidgets” of various 
resistance and texture. Twisting, turning, 
bending, pulling, and squishing them has a 
calming effect, without affecting alertness, 
and may decrease stress and reduce 
anxiety. Toys increase tactile awareness of 
the fingers and hands, offering a gratifying 
proprioceptive feedback. They strengthen 
hand and finger muscles in a fun way. They 
are quiet, so as to not disturb, and most are 
pocket-sized, to carry anywhere. 14-piece 
set includes: 1 Classic Tangle, 1 thin Relax 
Therapy Tangle, 1 half-moon mini-cushion, 
1 Sporty ball, 1 Moji ball, 1 set of 3 Boinks 
tubes, 1 Figit, 1 Thera Ball, 1 Flexiblox,  
1 Swingoes, 1 Flashing Spiky Ball, and  
1 Noodlies. Items may vary.
Age: 3 + 6995 2089340

Tangle
Loop-shaped manipulation toy with 
interconnecting, curved segments able to 
pivot at each joint. Can be endlessly twisted 
and tangled. Gratifying and satisfying 
manipulation, with the entire hand or 
fingertips only, refines dexterity, enhances 
wrist rotation, concentration and problem-
solving, and may contribute to relieve stress 
and reduce anxiety. Lead-free, latex-free, and 
phthalate-free, hard plastic. Assorted colours.
B Fuzzies 695 2030245
C Classic Jr. 495 2184216

D Therapy 1695 2186617
E Therapy Slim 795 2030229

Boinks® Fidgets®

Fidgety fingers slide the marble back and 
forth in this tight tube made of sturdy plastic 
mesh to soothe anxiety and stress. Noiseless. 
Moved by a spring-action tube encourages 
self-regulation and quiet play while enhancing 
fine motor skills. 8.9 cm each.
F Pack of 3 
  895 2088995
G Teacher Pack 
Pack of 20. 5195 2088938
H With carabiner 
Clip the carabiner to a belt loop or back pack 
to help keep track of your fidget. Sold as 
seperate units. 450 2089001

I Flexiblox
Stretch, fold and transform these 12 colourful, 
wooden blocks on a heavy-duty elasticized 
string into an endless variety of 3-D shapes. 
15.2 cm long.
 385 2122745

J Flashing Spiky Ball
This lightweight, and extremely bouncy, 
spiky ball is easy to pick up. Lights up with 
2 coloured flashing lights on impact. 6.3 cm 
in diameter.
 395 2122968

K Swingos
The 3 ø 5 cm, bright plastic rings are 
attached to each other and quietly rotate in 
surprising and various ways. May improve 
focus and memory, reduce stress and 
stimulate the brain.
 795 2135275

L Figit for Your Digits
This unique wire ring features tiny points 
which gently massage the fingers, using an 
easy rolling up and down motion. Use it on 
any finger. Shiny gold. ø 2 cm.
 295 2207397

M Thera Ball
Textured, smooth and squishy hand 
exerciser and stress ball is filled with 
hundreds of EVA microbeads. ø 7 cm. 
Please take note that a slight smell of 
"brand-new" might be present at first but will 
gradually vanish. Latex-free.
 520 2207405

N Moji Balls
Alleviate stress by squeezing these pleasant 
balls printed with your favorite Emojis. 
6.3 cm diameter. Available in 4 different 
styles. Each sold separately. Note: Printed 
faces are not permanent.
Age: 5 + 395 2088862

O Stress Cushions
Playing with these appealing, small 
cushions may contribute to relieve stress 
and reduce anxiety. Made with highly 
pleasant-to-the-touch Lycra and polyester 
satin in shimmering colours, and filled with 
polyethylene beads. Machine-washable.
Heart 
10 x 14 x 3 cm thick. 795 2234466
Full Moon 
ø 10 cm x 3 cm thick. 795 2234474
Half-Moon Cushion 
13 x 6 5 cm. 795 2234482

Tangle Palm
Slightly larger than the Tangle Jr. Bright solid 
or translucent colour sections. 9 cm long.
P Classic Colours 995 2109866
Q Metallic Colours 995 2109874

R TangleTube
Clear flexible acrylic tubing, filled with  
6 small loose beads, and capped with a non-
removable bead at both ends. Configure it as 
a straight tube, a simple coil, a spiral, a knot 
or other 3D shapes, and turn, tilt and rotate 
the tube, using one hand or both, to track the 
beads, improve bilateral manipulation skills 
and coordination, and facilitate the range 
of motion of the wrist, elbow, shoulder and 
trunk. Approx. 1.80 m long.
 1795 2032811
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Fidget Tools

Stretchy Fidget Toys
Irresistible soft tactile toys to stretch and squeeze, with 
2 accessories to wiggle in and out of the holes. Improve 
dexterity, trigger communication, teach positional words and 
keep fidgety fingers busy. TPE rubber.
A Cheese & Mice 850 2074003
B Asteroid & Aliens 795 2132520
C Stump & Sloths 795 2132512

D Mox Ball
Play, roll, toss and catch Mox, or even stack him to form 
towers together with his siblings. Mox has eye dents and an 
open smile. Squeeze him to open and close his mouth, and 
he becomes a puppet friend or eats marbles, coins, jingle 
bells and other things that rumble nicely in his stomach. 
He's even a clown nose! Turn him inside out and he'll make 
more funny faces. Mox doesn't bounce too high, which is 
perfect for young children or children with special needs. 
Great to enhance language, motor skills, and imaginative 
play. Mox is 5 cm, made of strong silicone rubber and  
BPA-free, phthalate-free and latex-free. Sold individually.
 795 2089241

E Squeeze Banana
Much more than a stress-relieving fidget toy! This smooth, 
soft-textured, slightly heavy banana can be squished and 
moulded in a variety of ways, emitting a crushed wet sand 
sound. Inside the silicone-like cover, a material which feels a 
bit like flour retains every finger indentation, until you mould 
it and roll it back into its original shape. Lemon scented. 
Approx. 16 cm.
 595 2036127

F Pop Toobs
Accordion tubes can be bent and linked together to create 
a variety of closed circuits. Strengthen muscles when 
closed with a single hand. Make a loud «pop» sound when 
stretched and whistle when twirled. Sturdy plastic, in bold 
colours. 19.8 cm once folded. Assorted colours.
Single unit 250 2117687
Set of 20 2995 2132462

G Wacky Tracks
Bend, form and click this articulated plastic chain into all 
kinds of creative shapes and letters, or just use it to fidget. 
Each link pivots and locks in 5 positions, making a soft but 
satisfying "click" sound. Features 48 hard plastic links, in 
assorted 2-colour combinations, forming a 26-cm loop.
 650 2122737

H Sporty Anti-Stress Gel Ball
Durable ball filled with liquid sugar gel offering a pleasant 
texture. Assorted styles (football, soccer, baseball). 10 cm long.
Age: 5 + 850 2210854

I Giant Stress Ball
Punching, squeezing and kneading this giant, super soft 
stress ball with both hands is highly satisfying and may 
contribute to relieving tensions. Various colours. ø 11 cm.
Age: 5 + 1295 2034403

J Flashing Neutron Ball
Knock the star shape ball on a hard surface and it slowly 
glows then flashes quickly, for 10-15 seconds. Easy to catch 
and bounce. ø 7.6 cm
Age: 3 + 695 2123016

K Tricky fingers
Game of skill where players are required to move the marbles 
in the case using the tip of their fingers. The first player to 
reproduce the model card wins the game. Requires speed 
and dexterity. Includes 2 cases 9 x 9 cm each and 14 model 
cards. 2 players.
Age: 5 + 1395 2066561
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Fidget Tools

A Mini Lollipopter
With a quick twist, Lollipopter magically transforms from 
a “swirl” to a “burst” and back again. The design of this 
beautiful structure is derived from natural plant forms, and 
utilizes mathematical concepts. It consists of 22 plastic 
pieces assembled on a stainless steel tube with a clear 
sleeve to increase the grip. This toy can also be used as a 
stress reliever. Includes a magnetic display stand.
 1495 2049880

B Fidget Pencils
Lead pencils feature moving toppers (2 styles, wingnut 
and nut 'n bolt), which may have a soothing effect. Dark 
turquoise with white eraser and BB logo. Removable and 
reusable toppers. HB2. Pack of 4.
Age : 5 + 1095 2096386

C Eggsercizer®

Ergonomically-shaped, to provide an effective means to 
rehabilitate and strengthen fingers, hands and wrists. Small 
and easy to use, anytime, anywhere, which increases user 
compliance. With regular use, can improve grip strength, 
increase dexterity and mobility, develop motor skills, and 
improve circulation. May decrease stress and reduce anxiety. 
Can also be heated and chilled if necessary (visit bb.ca for 
use and care instructions). Made of latex-free, soft, resilient 
polymer material. Available in 4 colour-coded densities, 
from extra-soft to firm.
Orange Extra Soft 1495 2124626
Green Soft 1495 2124634
Blue Medium 1495 2124642
Purple Firm 1495 2124659

D Nee Doh
Pressing, flattening, stretching and rolling this smooth, 
ultra-soft, squishy ball may release tension and soothe 
nervous fidgeting, while promoting focus, attention and 
centering. Strong, durable cover is filled with jelly-like 
compound. Hypoallergenic. No latex. Cleans easily with 
soap and water. Assorted colours.
Shaggy Nee Doh 
Textured, fur-like feel. ø 6 3 cm. 395 2109908
Teenie Nee Doh 
Smooth texture. Pack of 3. ø 4 2 cm. 395 2109890
Colour Change Nee Doh 
Smooth texture. Changes to another colour when squeezed. 
ø 6 3 cm 395 2109924
Swirl Nee Doh 
Smooth texture. Assorted swirl colours. ø 5 7 cm. 
 395 2109916

E Rep Putty
Odour-free, non-sticky, non-toxic, non-drying and latex-free 
putty does not stain and can be squeezed, stretched, twisted 
or pinched, without losing its plasticity. Great to channel 
energy, relax, strengthen fingers, hands and arms. Colour 
indicates resistance. Antibacterial formula.
XX-soft Almond 995 1370675
Extra soft Peach 995 1370683
Soft Orange 995 1370691
Medium Green 995 1370709
Firm Blue 995 1370717
Extra firm Plum 995 1370725

F Simple Dimpl
Quality, 7 cm plastic frame with 2 colourful silicone buttons, 
textured on one side and smooth on the other. Just push to 
hear them pop. Irresistible fidget toy with a 3 cm carabiner to 
easily attach to backpacks, pencil cases, etc.
 695 2127785

G Nee Doh Dohze Ball
Giving the light ball a squeeze, hug or pull may relieve 
stress. The non-bouncy ball is made of strong, soft and 
stretchy nylon fabric and filled with microbeads to return to 
its original shape. Ø 20 cm.
 2295 2133247

H Loopeez Mini
With one or two hands, endlessly flip the curved plastic pieces 
around and around the dual axis of the rings. Compact, holds 
in the hand or a pocket. 6.3 cm long x 4.4 cm wide.
Age: 3 + 695 2135978

I Noodlies
Stretch, squish, knot and loop the rubbery, colourful noodles 
one or more at a time. Non-sticky and non-messy, unlike 
regular noodles. Encourage calm and concentration. High 
quality materials. Set of 5, 33 cm ea.
Age: 3 + 595 2127769
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Oral Communication

A Topoprimo Opposites
One child places a landscape sheet on the back 
of the easel and describes the image. The other 
child then places the figurines on the landscape 
according to the indications received. Designed 
to discover opposites while using basic 
positional words (in, on, under, in front of, 
behind, next to...). Includes 2 magnetic easels 
33 x 23 cm high, 4 magnetic landscape sheets, 
24 example cards, 18 magnetic figurines, and 
comprehensive teacher's guide. Thick, glossy 
cardboard, in bright colours. 2 players.
Age: 4 + 6995 2036416

B Funny Stories from Home
Chronologically order 4 to 7 cards to narrate 
each of the 12 stories recounting familiar 
anecdotal situations, using action verbs. 
With 70 number-coded cards 9 x 9 cm, 
including 4 “question mark” cards to place 
in the sequences.
Age: 3 + 3995 2126795

C Basic Sequences 1
Foster time perception and language skills 
by forming (4) 3-card sequences, (3) 4-card 
sequences, and (2) 5-card sequences. 
Simple, brightly-coloured cards clearly show 
differentiating elements. Includes (34) 9 x 
9 cm cards, in thick, glossy cardboard. In a 
soft plastic case. 1-9 players.
Age: 3 + 2195 2131225

D The Right Order of Pictures
Set of 52 image-cards in 5 series, with (24) 
2-, 3- or 4-spots, with or without the print 
image. The children complete their board 
with the appropriate image-cards. Allows 
to put words in time sequence ("before", 
"after", "middle", etc.), spatial relations and 
cause/effect ("why?", "because"). Helps 
children interpret images from clues, build 
simple sentences and produce short stories. 
Teacher guide included.
Age: 3 + 5995 2175610

E Photo sequence workshop
13 series of 4 pictures demonstrating a 
series of familiar, often comical, actions. 
The chosen themes emphasize language and 
temporal organization skills. 52 pictures and 
1 teacher's guide.
Age: 3 + 5995 2190684

F Sequencing Fairy Tales
Sequencing fairy tales: Children listen to a fairy 
tale, then put the 5 or 6 corresponding picture 
cards in chronological order. Set includes 
32 picture cards 11.2 x 7.8 cm, with a colour 
border on one side for easy identification and 
a self-correcting system on the other side, 
downloadable content from akroseducational.
com featuring the narration of 6 classic fairy 
tales (such as Pinocchio) in several languages 
and 1 teacher's guide. In a carrying case.
Age: 3 + 3795 2191518

G Good behaviours
Self-correcting association game, designed 
to teach the proper attitudes to adopt in 
a variety of settings. Includes 17 pairs of 
cardboard cards 9 cm square and 1 teacher 
guide, in a carrying case.
Age: 4 + 2395 2196988
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Oral Communication

A Flexigame – Animals and Sizes
Children match animals to a size, big/large or little/small, but 
if an animal is the wrong size, they must inhibit the size seen 
and activate logical thinking skills to find the solution. Includes 
28 progressive, self-correcting, double-sided activity cards, 
20 animal tokens, 20 round tokens 3 cm and 4.4 cm, 2 plastic 
sorting boxes 27 cm long, and a teacher's guide. 2 players.
Age: 4 + 4995 2132660

B Flexigame – Fruits, Vegetables and Colours
Children match fruits or vegetables to their colour, but if 
a banana is pink, they must inhibit the colour seen and 
activate logical thinking skills to find the solution. Includes 
28 progressive, self-correcting, double-sided activity 
cards, 20 fruit and vegetable tokens, 30 colour tokens,  
2 plastic sorting boxes 27 cm long, and a teacher's guide. 
2 players.
Age: 4 + 4995 2132652

C Samuel's Signs – Samuel at the Beach
Simplified sign language set designed for children, therefore 
facilitating pre-verbal communication. Allows children not only 
to express their needs and emotions, but also allows the whole 
family to communicate together. The simplified sign language 
set is not only designed for children, it is universal and can 
facilitate several situations, such as: Individuals with speech or 
other communication difficulties. Features 100 cards in 4 boxes, 
25 theme cards and 75 sign cards, all illustrated with an image 
on one side, and with a symbol and Samuel, the learning buddy 
who breaks down the sign in 4 easy steps, on the other. The 
matching word is printed on both sides of the cards in English, 
French and Spanish. To learn with Samuel in augmented reality, 
simply download the playful mobile app (Free). Cards measure 
14.5 x 9 cm.
Age: 6 m + 3995 2047611

Find Monty!
In this riveting memory game, take a photo card showing 
where the cat is hiding and memorize the scene in a few 
seconds. Then, use the 5 wooden or fabric accessories (bed, 
carpet, cat, etc.) to recreate this scene. 3 levels of difficulty. 
2 to 5 players.
Age: 3 + 
D Find Monty! 3495 2207074
E Giant Game
Bed is 24 cm long. 8995 2096998

Discovery Boards
Children join the 6 boards to create a setting then lift 5 or 
6 pieces in each board to discover the inside of a place or 
object. The appealing materials spark the imagination and 
expressive language, and enrich the vocabulary pertaining to 
roles and jobs. Thick cardboard.
Age: 2 +
F Baby Play Town Montessori 
The first city discoveries. Develops a civic sense. 
  2495 2134997
G Play Farm Montessori 
The first farm facts. Shows where products come from. 
  2495 2135010
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Oral Communication

A Talking Tubes
Set of 2 telephone handsets, linked by a  
3 m flexible plastic tube. Children insert 
each end of the tube in their handset, and 
then speak and listen to each other. The 
handsets are an appropriate size for children, 
easy to hold and remain well attached to the 
tube. Fosters language building activities 
and dramatic play. Plastic.
 3695 2026938

B Recording Buttons
Recording buttons are ideal for simple 
activity instructions, phonics, speech and 
language therapy, intervention, self-
assessment, treasure hunts and more. 
Record and re-record instantly up to  
10 seconds of clear sound, even in a busy 
classroom, or flip the switch to lock. Mount 
alongside bulletin boards, tuck into pocket 
charts or place on the corner of a student's 
desk. ø 4.44 cm size fits perfectly in little 
hands. Requires 3 button-cell batteries each 
(included). Set of 6 buttons, in 6 bright 
colours, for colour-coded uses.
 6895 2089050

C Sound Bank Plus Mirror
Deluxe device with a simple and intuitive 
design. Features big record and play 
buttons, up to 30 seconds of clear sound, 
easy playback, non-distorted reflection, 
snap on clear cover to insert pictures for 
language work, 3 sound levels for use in 
different classroom environments or outside, 
“recording lock button” to protect important 
recorded information, wall-mounting slot 
and magnets on the back. Sturdy plastic.  
12 x 12 x 2 cm. Requires 3 x AAA batteries 
(not included).
 2095 2104826

D Send a Message
In this cooperative game, children insert up 
to 6 ø picture pegs in 4 bases long to create 
messages and master pre-reading skills. 
with 64 pegs, 105 images of people, verbs 
or actions, nouns, adverbs and adjectives, 
and miscellaneous, and a teacher's 
activity guide, plus online customizable 
material. Sturdy plastic. Pegsmeasure 
ø 5 cm, bases 36 cm long. Colours based 
on the International Picture Exchange 
Communication System. 1 to 20 players.
Age: 4 + 4695 2133221

E Talk Bar
Slide in up to 6 cards and record a 
10-second audio message for each. 
Just press to play back. Ideal for 
sequencing, vocabulary, special needs 
(augmentative communication), and with 
Les pictogrammes pictogram kits (2200095 
and 2200103). Includes 18 blank cards. 
Wall-mountable bar is 56 x 11.6 x 2.5 cm 
and requires 3 AAA batteries (not included). 
Plastic.
 7495 2175750

F Toobaloo
This clever phone-like device allows 
children to hear themselves clearly while 
making sounds or speaking softly into 
it. Can be used to monitor phrasing and 
expression (sound, duration, pitch and 
stress) and regulate speech. Lightweight 
for easy handling. Made of break-resistant, 
colourful and washable plastic. 16.3 cm 
long. Assorted colours.
 895 2195790

Whisper Phone
Children speak softly in the voice-feedback 
device and clearly hear the sounds and 
words emitted, then modify their pitch, 
rate, flow, etc. Perfect for beginning and 
intermediate readers, and for children 
with speech or communication deficits. 
Break-resistant, lightweight, colourful and 
washable plastic. No batteries required.
G Solo
Hands-free headset. 17 cm. 
  1295 2239960
H Duo
Creates an acoustically-clear connection 
between two speakers or readers. Ideal for 
paired work. Comes with 2 handsets linked 
by an expandable (up to 1 80 m) voice tube. 
  2795 2239978
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A Kitt – The Learning Companion
Kitt promotes independent learning and encourages the 
child to gather evidence of progress. It can be customized by 
adjusting volume and brightness, controlling haptic feedback 
and recording voice instructions. Haptic feedback, which may 
or may not be activated in the settings. Allows a response 
when the keys are pressed or when Kitt is caressed or lifted, 
such as a change of color or eyes, vibration and sound.

Characteristics of KITT
•  A 5MP camera to record evidence of student learning
•  An accurate, high-quality display
•  Touch keys to listen to audio recordings and read content
•  A proximity microphone that suppresses noise to make 

high quality recordings
•  A high-quality speaker
•  Tactile sensors in the back
Single Kitt 
Contains 1 Kitt companion, 1 USB cable, 1 8GB micro SD 
card, 1 silicone base, 1 multilingual manual and 1 robust 
box for long-term storage in the classroom. 12. 9 x 8. 6 cm. 
Age: 6 to 14 years. 17995 2135879
Pack of 3 48995 2135887
Pack of 6 84995 2135895

B Kitt – Docking Stations
Sleek wooden stations with a helpful compartment to store 
Kitt’s silicone cleaning cap. When connected via the provided 
USB cable to a PC device, data from one, two or all three 
Kitts can also be accessed when docked.
Single Docking Station 
With ambient light to indicate charging level. ø 13. 8 cm  
 4995 2135903
3-Way Docking Station 
39 x 13. 5 x 3. 9 cm 6995 2135911

C Kitt – Clothing
The bundle of 4 washable outfits or accessories for Kitt 
includes a dressing gown, outdoor coat, woolly hat and 
scarf and sunhat. Enhances imaginative play and fosters the 
development of personal and social skills.
 4995 2135929

D Kitt – Dry Bag
Includes a foam insert to position Kitt in the bag. Protects 
Kitt from light bumps and water.
 3995 2135937

Allows you to  
take photos  
thanks to a built-in 
5MP camera.

Incomparable tool for developing autonomy 
and supporting teaching

By linking Kitt to a computer, the teacher can drag and drop 
audio, video or image files such as: 
• Instructions for workshops or homework; 
• Audio books, songs and poems to practice; 
• Personal messages, etc.
The child accesses the files through buttons located on Kitt’s abdomen.

Kitt is a motivational companion for the classroom or at home
• His eyes are animated when listening to the child 
• He reacts when touched or lifted 
• He offers positive reinforcement at the end of timed tasks 
•  The children “take care” of their friend, which encourages socio-emotional 

development and creativity

A good support for students with special needs
• A mode for students with visual or cognitive deficits 
• A retroactive haptic 
• Adjustable volume and luminosity 
• A brail cell on the central button 
• A friendly support for anxious students

Kitt, The learning 
companion
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Emotions

A Maxi Stamps of the 10 Emotions
Use this set of 10 large stamps to represent 
and play with 10 basic emotions that guide 
our behaviour: happiness, self-confidence, 
admiration, curiosity, surprise, anger, 
disgust, sadness, fear and guilt. Helps 
children to identify and express their 
emotions and to develop social and 
emotional skills. Quality solid wood.  
ø 4 cm x 3.5 cm high.
 2595 2045771

B Emoticapsule Playset
Appealing set designed to help children 
identify and learn how emotions work, 
share their emotions and develop empathy. 
Includes (5) 2-part capsules, a top solid 
coloured part featuring a face representing 
an emotion (happiness, sadness, anger, 
disgust, and fear) and a bottom transparent 
part to see its contents, 10 picture cards, 
and 1 teacher guide. Emoticapsules' nested 
design makes them easy to store and 
transport. 1 to 5 players.
 3495 2045813

C Emotions Posting Games
Children pick up a card and identify the 
real-life photograph, talk about the events 
connected with the picture, then post it into 
the corresponding post box to match the 
emotion which they feel. Set of 6 sturdy 
plastic post boxes, each showing a different 
emotion and 60 cards with beautiful real-
life photos.
 7995 2045912

D Put Yourself in my Shoes
Using the double-sided flip chart, children 
observe the different situations, put 
themselves in the shoes of the characters 
and describe how they feel. Encourages 
the development of social skills such as 
empathy. Includes 1 sturdy cardboard flip 
chart 31 x 14 cm featuring 10 scenes,  
15 characters and 10 emotions.
 3995 2104537

E Understanding Feelings
Designed to help children discuss, observe 
and better understand how they and others 
feel. Includes 13 acetate faces, all with 
different feeling expressions, to place on 
a table, window or light panel, 1 poster 
of these 13 expressions with their name, 
3 blank white face-shaped boards for use 
with dry wipe markers (not included), 3 
blank acetate faces, 3 face-shaped mirrors 
to observe self-expression, and a teacher's 
guide with suggested activities and 
questions to pose. Faces 21 x 18.5 cm.
 4595 2104875

F Emo Memo
Match up as many pairs of identical 
character cards as possible, featuring 30 
different emotions (shyness, worry, hostility, 
pride, tiredness, discouragement, jealousy, 
etc.) and the name of the emotion in French 
and English. Wide range of emotions 
accurately portrayed by children from 
various ethnic groups. 60 thick and glossy 
cardboard cards 4.5 x 6.3 cm. Rules with 3 
variations. 2 to 4 players.
Age: 3 + 1995 2130029

G Recognize Emotions and Their 
Intensity

Use these colour photo cards to help 
children recognize 10 basic emotions 
expressed through facial expressions and 
gestures, name these emotions, classify 
them as pleasant, unpleasant or neutral, and 
put them in order according to their level of 
intensity. Set of (35) 9 cm diameter cards, in 
thick cardboard.
 2895 2179752
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Emotions

A Emotions Puppets
Using this set of 4 puppets, each featuring 2 faces expressing 
emotions, 1 dog puppet, 1 tree, 1 teacher guide and 1 CD with 
(2) 10-minute stories, children learn to describe emotions, a 
first step in developing an emotional conscience, achieving 
greater self-control and managing to regulate emotions 
properly. They can even bring the stories to life in short plays. 
Soft puppets are 20 cm tall and have yarn hair and expressive 
embroidered features. In a sturdy carrying case.
Age: 4 + 5995 2045763

B Expression Games
4-games-in-1, to discover facial expressions and their meaning: 
1 language game (observation, description, comparison, 
riddles, mime, etc.), 1 sorting game (by expressions or feeling – 
pleasure/displeasure, etc.), and 2 lotto games (with 1 expression 
or with 6 expressions). 1-6 players.
Age: 3 + 5295 2078236

C Guess What They're Thinking
Children observe the 54 sturdy, colour photographs  
16.6 x 11.4 cm, featuring real characters in different 
situations, and try to guess what they're thinking using 
the 22 speech bubbles. The set develops social skills, 
communication, emotion recognition and empathy. 
With a multilingual teaching guide downloadable at 
akroseducational.com
Age: 3 + 3895 2101574

D Photo Box Emotions
Large photographs designed to build vocabulary related 
to children's daily life. Perfect for sorting, classification, 
mime, memory games, riddles, and much more. Each set 
includes (50) 21 x 15 cm, numbered, colour photographs, 
and 1 teacher's guide.
Includes 42 scene photos showing feelings and their 
magnitude, 10 photos depicting 5 emotions, and  
8 pictogram cards symbolizing this magnitude. 
 5495 2101582

E Emotion Magnetic Game
Children simply reproduce the face, shirt and emoji seen on one 
side of the 20 situation cards or analyze the situation pictured on 
the back of the cards to capture the emotions. Includes  
1 wooden board, 10 children's faces approx. 13 x 15 cm, from 
different ethnic groups and featuring 10 different emotions,  
5 shirts, 10 icons, and 1 mirror. 2 levels of play, Magnetic.
Age: 2 + 3995 2126969

F Expressions
This great set of cards was designed to help children 
identify, match and mimic various facial expressions and 
emotions (on photographs and pictures), enrich their 
vocabulary, and freely talk about their own feelings. Each of 
the 10 master cards (red border) must be matched with the 
corresponding 4 photo cards (blue border). Thick cardboard 
cards are 9 cm square. Set includes a teacher's guide and 
comes in a see-through plastic tub with cover.
Age: 3 + 4395 2191492
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Language Games

A Tékitoua
Like in the favourite “Guess Who?”, ask 
questions to guess your opponent's animal 
and eliminate charming animals by placing 
repositionable stickers on your side of the 
board. Includes 1 reversible game board with 
2 levels of play, 48 animal cards, 2 wooden 
stands for the cards, 48 repositionable 
stickers and both rules of the game. 2 players.
Age : 4 + 3295 2098945

B Triomo
Using the principle of bingo or memory 
games, children learn to name, match and 
group school and home objects, animals and 
food. The 3-game set features 6 cardboard 
scene cards 20 x 20 cm, 48 cardboard photo 
cards 9 x 9 cm and 1 detailed teacher's leaflet.
Age: 4 + 5695 2101608

C LudiTab Activity Set – The Street
Boxed set of 2 puzzles with multiple 
solutions, along with progressive activity 
cards to develop observational, spatial 
awareness and reasoning skills, and 
topology vocabulary. Includes 1 wooden tray 
21 x 21 cm, 2 identical puzzles each with 
20 pieces, 12 double-sided, self-correcting 
cards, and 1 teacher's leaflet. 2 children.
Age: 4 + 4795 2128072

D Bla Bla Bla
Children turn a card over, throw the die and, 
depending on the face obtained with the die 
and the card turned, have to match one of 
their cards or select 2 of their cards to create 
a story. In the third game, cards are matched 
with the player they represent the best.  
Time: 20 minutes. 3 to 5 players.
Age: 7 + 2895 2130466

E Has the Cat Got your Tongue?
This fun "snakes and ladders" course game 
helps to stimulate the understanding of the 
questions "Who", "With what," "Where," 
"Why," "How," and "When" when answering 
a question drawn before each roll of the 
die. Includes 1 board game board,  
144 question-and-answer cards,  
24 whimsical star cards with surprises, and 
instructions with language tips. The game 
last from 15 to 20 minutes. 2 to 4 players.
Age: 5 + 4995 2198992

Triogolo
Developed by speech therapists, these 
oral language stimulation games enhance 
the development of reasoning, matching 
and semantic categorization (ex.: clothes, 
animals, occupations, food, toys, etc.) skills. 
In a pretty metallic tin. Time: 10-30 min.  
2 to 8 players.
Age: 4 +
F Triogolo – Dice Mania 
Includes 1 giant 4-sided dice, and  
150 similarity, which one does not belong, 
description, and adjective cards. 
  3995 2208148
G Triogolo – More Challenges 
Set of 150 cards on differences, categories 
and vocabulary of verbs. 
  2495 2018943
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Vestibular Stimulation

A Rocking Bowl
Children sit in the bowl, grab the edge and use their torso 
and arms to rock in circles or to-and-fro. They can also keep 
their balance while standing up in the bowl, on it or turn it 
upside down and lie on the bowl fully extended, prone or 
supine. Sturdy plastic with a wave-contoured edge for added 
safety when the bowl is turned upside down, and anti-slip 
inside ridges. For a single child, but large enough for  
2 children to play together. Supports a maximum load of  
40 kg. ø 72 cm x 32 cm deep. Blue. Translucent.
Age: 6 mo + 21995 5001359

B 1, 2, 3 Rocker
Inviting, moulded plastic rocker for 1, 2 or 3 children, with 
contoured seats providing stable and comfortable seating. 
Features 2 easy-grip handles and footrests with an outer 
border. Curvature and length of rockers ensure safe rocking, 
indoors as well as outdoors. 40 x 40 x 100 cm long.
Age: 18 months to 5 + 4995 5003967

C Whizzy Dizzy
Kids simply sit on the base circle, and start spinning by 
turning the central disc. While turning, they improve hand-
eye coordination, tonus in the arms and essential gross 
motor skills, such as balance. Made of made of sturdy, 
recyclable plastic that will last for a long time! For indoor 
and outdoor play. Light assembly required.  
Size: ø 55 cm x 30 cm high. Maximum weight: 45 kg.
Age: 3 to 8 14595 5006374

D Bilibo
This versatile shell, praised for its impeccable design, is in 
turn a comfortable seat, stepping stone, tortoise shell, doll 
cradle, helmet with eyeholes, top, drum and bowl children 
spin and keep their balance in, and much more. Can also be 
used for sand and water play (as with a pail), and as a sled 
on the snow. High-density polyethylene, shock-resistant,  
UV stabilized. 100% recyclable. 39 x 39 x 22 cm.
Blue
Age: 2 + 3495 5013479

E Giant Playwheel
Giant play wheel made of two heavy-duty plastic hoops 
attached with Velcro strips on both sides of a circular 
structure made of thick nylon padded with dense foam 
bands. Versatile, children can turn the wheel from the 
inside by crawling or from outside by pushing it. Promotes 
coordination and balance. For indoor or outdoor play (on the 
lawn or a rubberized surface). ø 86 cm.
Age: 3 + 16995 5021068

F Body Wheels – Set of Small and Large
Children push the wheels back and forth towards a friend, roll 
on them, lying on their back or stomach, crouch inside them 
and rock or tumble, jump in and out, crawl through, stand on 
the anti-skid rims, and more. Very sturdy, bright plastic.  
Small ø 46 cm x 30 cm high. Large ø 59 x 39 cm high.  
Maximum load 100 kg.
Age: 3 + 42995 5023973

G Twist'N Spin
Sitting or standing, just a simple push off the ground gets 
the spinning started. Offers smooth twisting from start to 
finish with precision ball-bearing action. Great for indoor 
and outdoor fun. Bright plastic with textured top.  
ø 30.5 cm x 7.6 cm high.
Age: 3 to 8 1995 5045273
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Coordination and Balance

A Maze balancing board
For children elevate their balance coordination to a higher 
level. With board in hands, rotate the balls in the snail 
labyrinth pattern, then with board on the floor, try it standing 
on the board. Sturdy moulded plastic. Includes 1 board  
53.5 x 40 x 5 cm and 3 balls ø 3.5 cm.
Age: 3 + 4995 5001417

B Rocking seesaw
Designed to improve overall body coordination and 
development through left-right walking movements. Made of 
moulded plastic with rubber bumper that not only prevents 
slippage but also offers sensory stimulation.
Age: 3 + 7395 5001425

C Balancing Tracks
Take a simple track and add the fun of a seesaw board, and 
there you have it! Children stand barefoot on the board, and 
balance sideways, while controlling the rhythm to make the 
ball travel from one end of the track to the other. Moulded 
plastic with rubber anti-slip strips underneath. Choice of  
2 tracks. 50 x 23 x 9 cm high. 2 balls included with each.
Age: 3 +
ZigZag 4895 5002274

D Clown's Hat
Children place the base on their head, then stack 1-4 pieces 
and stand up for a predetermined number of seconds, walk 
from one point to another or follow a precise motor path, 
without dropping any. Soft foam and artificial rubber.  
ø 14.5 x 18 cm high.
Age: 3 + 2995 5041371

Whally Boards
Curved game board on which children balance, standing 
or sitting, and develop balance skills. Turned on the other 
side, the board becomes a textured bridge to cross and help 
develop various gross motor skills. Both textured surfaces 
provide tactile stimulation. Besides being ergonomic, the 
fish shape encourages children to invent scenarios that 
stimulate their imagination. Dimensions: 50 x 35 x 17.5 cm. 
Holds a maximum of 59.8 kg.
Age: 18 mo +
E Blue 9395 5043468
F Orange 9395 5043476

G Double Maze Board
Each set includes (1) 40 x 54 cm balance board on which 
the child stands to move the ball through a raised pattern, or 
hand-held for eye-hand coordination, 1 removable disc with 
a different maze on each side, and 3 balls. Sturdy plastic. 
Maximum weight 68 kg.
Age: 3 + 5395 5045257

H Giant Air Board
Children sit, stand or lie on the versatile board to walk, hop, 
jump, rotate and rock. The hard surface offers a safe grip for 
the feet. The soft inflatable base ensures smooth and gentle 
movements. Increasing the pressure speeds up movements 
and offers more balancing challenges. ø 58 cm. Indoor and 
outdoor use.
Age: 3 + 15995 5023965
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Coordination and Balance

A Cushioned trampoline
With foam-covered handle and foam pillow. Frame made of 
extra resistant steel. The angled pillow, with higher outside 
edge (13 cm) ensures safety of users. ø 103 cm.  
Maximum weight 50 kg.
 69995 5000427

B Mini Trampoline
Heavy steel construction features 30 ultra-sturdy springs 
with cover. Shipped pre-assembled: you only need to screw 
in the (6) 19 cm legs. ø 90 cm
Age: 5 + 7995 5001151

C Mini Trampoline
Ultra-sturdy mini trampoline with a tubular steel frame, 
reinforced springing elastics and nylon padded skirt to 
stand the test of time. Promoting healthy exercise and gross 
motor skills, it is made for children from 3 years of age. The 
handle, covered with foam, fosters secure play and provides 
a good grip. Self assembly required. Maximum weight 25 kg.  
Ø 93 cm, overall height : 82 cm.
Age: 3 + 13995 5006655

D Peanut-shaped Balls
Children love to straddle these large peanut-shaped balls, 
or gently rock back and forth, while lying on their back or 
stomach. Ideal to develop body awareness and balancing 
skills, provide sensory stimulation (deep pressure), spark 
communication and induce relaxation. Comes with an 
exercise booklet. Needs to be inflated (pump not included, 
see 5010038). Made of sturdy, ribbed plastic to ensure a 
better grip.
ø 40 cm x 65 cm L 5995 5011028
ø 55 cm x 90 cm L 8595 5011044

E Hop Balls
Ultra sturdy vinyl, with 2 top handles. Children sit on the 
balls and get around by hopping and bouncing. Use the 
"Magic Air" pump (5010038) to inflate them.
Age: 3 +
ø 45 cm 2795 5016274
Age: 5 +
ø 55 cm 3195 5013024
ø 66 cm 3595 5048103

F Small Trampoline
Ideal for those first jumps! The tension of the jumping mat 
allows very young children to feel the sensation of jumps 
that their light weight cannot allow them to feel on ordinary 
trampolines. Includes a jumping mat only 12 cm from the 
ground, a rubber foam pad that provides protection against 
the metal frame and foam covered support handles. Solid 
construction. 70 x 65 cm high (just above the handles).  
For children weighing up to 25 kg.
 33695 5003140

G Balance Beam
The super soft, comfortable feel of this trapezoidal prism 
foam beam is great for balance practice.
 7495 5047592
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Tactile Motor Games

Tactile Discs
Blindfolded and barefoot, children hold a small tactile disc 
and use their sense of touch to find the matching large disc 
positioned on the floor. Easily adapts to children's age and 
motor abilities. Enhances language, sensory perception and 
memory skills. Each set features 5 large discs ø 27 cm,  
5 small discs ø 11 cm, 1 blindfold and 1 cloth bag.
Age: 2 +
A Set #1 11995 5001078
B Set #2 11995 5001086

C Textured hills
Set of 8 hills with various textures that can be linked to 
create various tracks. The child can use them bare feet, 
while coordinating his/her movements to maintain balance. 
Molded plastic with non-slip backing.  
68 cm long x 17.5 cm wide x 10 cm high.
Age: 3 +
Textured hills 33995 5001169
Connectors 
Moulded plastic pieces designed to connect Textured hills 
(5001169) and Stepping stones (5002308), in order to create 
even more motor skill tracks. 2495 5001177

D Rainbow River Stones
Set of 6 irregularly-shaped stones, in 3 sizes and 
inclinations, featuring different textures. Children walk, 
barefoot, from one to the next to improve their balance, 
coordination, laterality and concentration. Stones can also be 
stacked. Set includes a booklet suggesting a variety of route 
designs. Plastic, with rubber rim. In a fabric carrying case 
with handles. 40.1 x 39 x 14.4 cm at the most.
Age: 3 + 19995 5002308

E Disco Sport
Disc features anti-slippery strips on one side and small 
bumps on the other. Not fully inflated for motor activities 
aimed at improving balance in sitting, kneeling, standing and 
even body surf positions. Maximum load: 200 kg. ø 55 cm. 
UV resistant. Includes an exercise booklet.
Age: 2 + 6295 5001946

F Stepperz
4 steppers. Approx. ø 22.3 x 7 cm high.
Age: 3 + 8195 5042700
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Tactile Motor Games

A Silishape Sensory Circle Set
Set of 10 textured disks, 5 large and 5 small, 
made from ultra-soft, flexible and washable 
silicone. Each features a distinctive pattern, 
for a variety of sensory, matching, language, 
printing and light box activities, using the 
hands or feet. ø 35 and 8 cm. Includes a 
feely bag.
Age: 3 + 6995 2098499

B Textured Mat
Create a sensory path by assembling the  
8 large tiles made of soft rubber. 
Feature differently embossed textures and 
silhouettes where baby can place and stack 
the 8 included soft bricks. Machine washable.
Age: 6 m + 4995 2126142

C Square Gel Floor Tiles
Each leak-proof tile is filled with bright, non-
toxic cosmetic liquid that moves with every 
touch, step or jump, creating fascinating 
bubbles and streams. Encourage cause-
effect learning, sensory exploration and 
calm. Perfect for sensory spaces. Durable, 
abrasion-resistant polymer material, with an 
anti-slip back. 50 x 50 cm.
Age: 5 +
Blue 5995 2135994
Orange 5995 2136000
Green 5995 2135986
Purple 5995 2136018
Set of 4 Tiles 
1 green, 1 blue, 1 orange, 1 purple 
 19995 2136026

D Activity Ball
Clear ball with 12 small balls in 5 colours 
inside. Fosters visual tracking of the small, 
bouncing balls, and 3-D perception of 
larger ball. Includes air pump adapter and 
plug. Includes air pump adapter and plug. 
Maximum load: 120 kg. ø 50 cm.
Age: 5 + 3595 5014352

E Giant Activity Rings
Set of 9 high quality rings in 3 different 
sizes, 3 small ø 25 cm, 3 medium ø 35 cm 
and 3 large ø 45 cm, colour coded for easy 
recognition. Used for rolling, sorting, sorting 
materials, bean bag target, and more.  
In durable plastic with a textured surface.  
For indoor and outdoor play.
Age: 12 m + 8995 5024146

F Wall Tracks
Children simply remove one shoe, strap 
their foot on the wooden pad, and slide it 
along the track for endless, moving fun. 
Great to enhance coordination, lateralization 
and gross motor skills, focus attention 
and channel energy. For a totally different 
experience, children can use their hand 
instead. Making sounds while playing also 
reinforces movement perception. Plywood 
panel is 50 x 60 cm x 6 mm thick, with a  
9 mm thick Masonite backing. Strap features 
a convenient Velcro closure for added 
autonomy. Each panel offers a different, 
inviting challenge.
Wave 
Beginner's level. 8695 5002332
Mountain 
Intermediate level. 8695 5002340
Butterfly 
Advanced level. 8695 5002324
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Gross Motor – Upper Body Tools

A Slackers Rock Climbing Holds Kit
Set of 20 polyresin climbing holds, in various 
shapes (jugs, slopers, pinches, pockets, and 
edges), colours and sizes, 3 hand-hold ropes 
with eye bolts for wall attachment, allowing 
for a completely different hold and challenge, 
and all installation hardware. Maximum load 
113 kg.
Age: 5 + 13995 5023395

B Pedal Walker
Irresistible walker features large, balancing 
pedals 30 x 10.5 cm, two removable 
handrails with non-absorbent, durable and 
easy-to-clean handle grips, attached to the 
pedals for better stability and safety, and 
wheels with a unibody construction for 
greater durability and stability. Phthalate-
free. Maximum weight limit: 50 kg.  
47 x 36.7 x 54 cm high.
Age: 3 + 17495 5000096

Scooter Board
Plastic. Assorted colours.
C Without handles 
30 x 30 cm. 1995 5021092
D With handles
30 x 40 cm. Wheels ø 7. 6 cm. 
 3495 5021084

E Plasmacar
Revolutionary ride-on toy with aerodynamic 
lines that moves forward when the child 
places their feet on the footrests and 
continuously turns the steering wheel from 
left to right and reverses in the same way (the 
steering must first be turned at 180º). Ideal 
for developing muscle tone of the trunk and 
arms. Moves smoothly, quietly and safely. 
Sturdy ABS plastic. Supports a load of 100 kg  
on a smooth and flat surface and a load of 
55 kg on a rough and flat surface. Assembly 
required. 76 x 34 x 41 cm high. Green.
Age: 4 + 8495 5005798

F Institutional EzyRoller
This three-wheel roller (double wheels at the 
front) moves like a snake, without chains, 
pedals or batteries, using easy right-left 
leg movements on a push-bar. Features: 
completely silent, non-marking, high 
resistance wheels for indoor and outdoor 
surfaces, tough, long-lasting all steel frame 
and fork, canvas seat. Highly stable low 
center of gravity unique design.
Age: 4 to 7 12995 5005855
Age: 7 to 10 13495 5005863

G Replacement Wheels
Pair. 1495 5041280
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Fine Motor – Lacing and Threading

A Fruit or Vegetables on a String
Sets of 18 beautifully painted, chunky, wooden beads to 
string on a thick cord. One end of the cord is a stem that 
makes stringing easier and the other end is a flat piece that 
prevents the string from coming apart. The set includes 
3 pieces of 6 different kinds of fruit or vegetable, with an 
average diameter of 4.5 cm. Builds eye-hand coordination, 
as well as sorting and language skills.
Age: 2 +
Fruit on a string 4795 2021145
Vegetables on a string 4895 2022648

B Lacing shoe
One, two, it's time to tie the shoe! This large, wooden shoe, 
painted in a beautiful bright red colour, is simply ideal to 
learn how to string and tie laces. The flat, stable base also 
helps unsteady hands complete the task, giving self-esteem 
a boost! 20 x 12.5 x 9.3 cm high.
Age: 4 + 1895 2021160

C Threading Cheese
Thread the cute mouse in and out of the cheese, for a fun, 
hand-eye coordination and manipulation skill enhancement 
activity. All quality, painted wood. 8.5 x 5 x 14 cm high.
Age: 2 + 995 2077295

D Flexi–World Kids
Set of 6 pretty 18 cm dress up dolls made of soft touch flexible 
plastic. Children place clothes (12 included), matching the 
holes, in order to lace with the 6 laces and round tip large 
plastic needles included. 3 boys and 3 girls, from different 
ethnic groups, each with a removable base stand. Dolls, 
clothes and bases are washable and extremely durable.
Age: 3 + 3995 2090421

E Lacing Blocks – Bundle of 3 Sets
Use the big laces with an attached wooden tip to string  
36 appealing, wooden themed silhouettes or hold the thick 
pieces upright, to give life to various stories. Double-sided, 
hand-painted pieces measure 2.2 x 1.6 x 0.3 cm ea.
Age: 2 + 3995 2098416

F Laces
Assorted colours. Pack of 12.
75 cm 240 2112134
150 cm 450 2112142

G Figures for Threading Together
Lovely set of 80 large buttons with 2 holes made of sturdy 
plastic, in 8 shapes (key, house, teddy bear, etc.) and 5 colours, 
4-5 cm long. Comes with 10 laces in 5 colours, 107 cm long 
and 10 double-sided cards showing various sequences. Can be 
used for various activities, comes in a plastic jar.
Age: 3 + 2595 2209690
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Fine Motor – Screwing and Swivelling

A Vis-animo
Build these 4 kid-favourite animals by twisting a head through 
a body and a flat base. All wood. Approx. 10 cm high.
Age: 18 mo + 2995 2020253

B Spinny – 30 pieces
Rotate, twist and unscrew the pieces on the rods, to build a 
variety of shapes. Surfaces are raised and concave, smooth 
and textured, for added sensory experiences. 30-piece set, in 
bright sturdy plastic. In a storage bag with a picture booklet.
Age: 18 m + 3895 2077824

C Bubble Jungle
In this game of skills, players place the 48 coloured marbles 
in the box, reveal a challenge card and use their elephant 
to pick up all balls of the colour facing them, only the balls 
pictured on the card, or any eleven balls (thereby filling their 
trunk). The first player to hit the target exactly with nothing 
extra claims the card. Time: 10 min. 2 to 4 players.
Age: 5 + 3595 2092443

D Nuts & Bolts with Foam Bug Boards
Pack of 32 nuts & bolts with four color foam bug boards. 
There are holes with 4 different diameters for 4 different sized 
bolts. One side of the board is printed with bolt shape and 
the opposite side is blank, thus allowing for 2 different levels 
of difficulty. 4 children workshop.
Age: 3 + 3295 2121176

E Drill'n Design Mosaic Art
Children place geometric shapes with holes on a pegboard, 
then secure the shapes in place using screws and a 
screwdriver. Appealing, sturdy game features 128 shapes in 
(1) 24.5 x 24.5 cm, divided box, 50 screws, 1 screwdriver, 
and 1 leaflet with designs. Plastic in bright colours.
Age: 4 + 2995 2176113

Repacement Screwdriver
 395 2178846

F Nuts & Bolts School Activity Set
Children insert the bolts in the matching holes in the 
appealing activity cards, then fit the same-shape nuts under 
the cards. Includes 36 sets of big, plastic nuts and bolts 
in 4 colours, and 16 plastic activity cards in 4 types. In a 
storage case.
Age: 3 + 4695 2206456
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Fine Motor – Pincing and Fastening

A Ziptou
Each of the 3 wooden animals wears 
a fabric coat to close using a different 
fastener, button, snap or zipper, to develop 
dexterity.16 x 11 cm ea.
Age: 3 + 2895 2102309

B Locktou
Each of the 3 f wooden animals wears a 
different metal lock, latch or bolt. Upon opening 
the panels, children discover a charming 
picture, while developing their dexterity and 
problem-solving skills. 16 x 11 cm ea.
Age: 3 + 2895 2102317

C Pinç'mi Pinç'moi
At the whim of the colour die, players clip 
and unclip clothes peg on the charming 
hedgehog's back. Who can complete their 
hedgehog first, without having any pegs 
attached to their clothes? Includes 2 thick 
cardboard hedgehogs and 24 wooden pegs 
in 4 colours. 2 players.
Age: 4 + 1595 2045664

D Nesting Actibaskets
Set of 6 basket, in different sizes and 
colours, children open, close and nest to 
play, imitate, carry, fill and empty out! Each 
padded fabric basket features a different 
type of closure (Velcro®, zipper, 3 sorts of 
buttons and buckle). Large basket is  
37 x 21 cm and change purse is 15 x 11 cm.
Age: 2 + 8395 2062164

E Peekaboo Lock Boxes
Sort the solid wood shapes into the appropriate 
boxes, view it through the transparent, coloured 
acrylic windows, and unlock the doors to 
retrieve them. Builds finger muscles and 
strengthens problem-solving and fine-motor 
skills. All (6) 10.6 x 10.6 x 10.4 cm wooden 
boxes feature a different metal latch and fit into 
a handy storage tray.
Age: 2½ + 12595 2074219

F Clothes Line
On (2) 35 cm lines stretched between  
2 sturdy wooden trees, children freely hang 
charming wooden clothes and clothing 
accessories or follow the arrangements 
pictured on 6 large, double-sided cards. 
Includes more than 30 elements to hang and 
12 plastic clothespins. Dress: 5 cm high. In 
a wooden box with sliding lid.
Age: 3 + 4995 2098184

G Ergonomic Tweezers
Tweezers featuring ergonomic shape to 
guide children into a proper pincer-grasp 
grip; essential for writing and drawing skill 
building. Set of 12 sturdy plastic tweezers, 
15.2 cm in lenght, in 6 bright colours, and in 
a storage bucket.
Age: 3 + 1695 2116739

H Learning Pinnies Set
Overhead shoulder design for complete 
freedom of movement. Each manual dexterity 
vest features an 18 x 25 cm front panel, in 
contrasting colour, with one of six clothes 
closures (snaps, buttons, zipper, 1 lace,  
3 laces, 3 metal buckles) to learn dressing 
skills and encourage independence. With 
2.5 cm wide elastic side closures. Sturdy 
nylon in bright colours with black cotton 
trim. Set of 6. 31 x 55.5 cm.
Age: 5 + 5995 5021217
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Fine Motor – Clamping

A Wriggleworms!
Clever game of dexterity, sorting, counting, addition and 
subtraction, and logic. Includes 20 worms in 4 colours and  
2 lengths, 20 logic, 1-10 number, and worm silhouette 
cards, 1 tri-grip tong, 1 spinner, 1 foam mat, and 1 game 
and activity leaflet. 2 to 4 players.
Age: 3 + 3495 2131928

Squigz Construction Succion
Innovative construction set features spheres with 1 to 4 
suction cups. Children stick them on smooth surfaces 
(without leaving a residue) or to each other. In 5 shapes and 
bright colours. Slide to take apart quietly or pull to make a 
happy “pop” sound. Made from high-grade, fully washable, 
durable and safe silicone. Can also be used as fidget toys.
Age: 3 +
B 24 Pieces 3695 2178028
50 Pieces 
In a strong, succion-cup shaped pot. 6995 2178010
C 75 Mini Pieces 
40% smaller than the original Squigz, offering even more 
building possibilities. 2995 2045839
D Squigz 2 0 – 36 pieces 5995 2106169

E Diamond Counting
Children place one of the pattern strips in the board, then 
use the magnetic wand to guide gemstones of the required 
colour and quantity, and drop them in the 4 glasses.  
Includes (1) 37.2 x 30 cm wooden board with a sturdy,  
non-removable plexiglas cover, 26 “gemstones”,  
1 attached wooden wand and (6) 31 x 4.5 cm, double-sided, 
progressive pattern cards, in thick, glossy cardboard.
Age: 3 + 4995 2186492

F Super Suction Space Saucers
Set of 30 flying saucers, made of soft and flexible rubber, in 
6 colors. Their suction cups make them stick to any smooth 
surface. For sorting exercises, sequences, and various 
drawings. Includes an activity guide. 4.5 cm high.
Age: 4 + 3995 2132009

G Tri-Grip Tongs
The ergonomic, 3-prong tongs enhance pencil grip skills 
while strengthening hand muscles. With recesses guiding 
correct finger placement. Set of 6 tongs of 11.5 cm, in a 
storage pail. Sturdy plastic.
Age: 4 + 1995 2132140

H Small Clips
Clip these pegs together to make patterns or build 
structures, or use them to attach artwork. Bag of 30 plastic 
pegs, in bright colours. 6 cm long.
Age: 4 + 1295 2209310

I Jumbo Tweezers
These large, 12 cm tweezers are easy for small hands to use 
during counting and sorting activities, while developing the 
crucial pincer grasp. Feature outside ridges to indicate finger 
placement and ribbed tips to firmly grasp objects. Sturdy 
plastic, in 6 bright colours. Set of 12, in a durable jar.
 1295 2263515
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Fine Motor – Grips

Sportwriter
This cotton stretch knit band, is designed to 
facilitate the correct positioning and holding 
of a writing tool. The large loop is placed 
around the wrist, the top loop, around the 
pencil, the charm is held between the ring 
and little fingers, while the thumb, first and 
middle fingers grasp the pencil.
A Soccer Ball 850 2030906
B Blue Dolphin 850 2038016

C Pre-Writing Graphics Activity Set
Appealing workshop includes (24) 29.7 
x 21 cm colour photo cards, presenting a 
variety of graphic shapes (horizontal, vertical 
and winding lines, notches, bridges, loops, 
starbursts and more) and cultural references,  
2 transparent plastic erasable slates, 2 erasable 
fine-tip black markers, and a teachers' guide. 
Each board features a bottom strip where the 
child can practice writing gestures to trace the 
pictured shape or shapes.
Age: 4 + 4995 2095834

D Pencil grips
Feature specific finger position surfaces for 
better comfort and control. Can be used with 
the right or left hand. Rubber.
Pointer Grip 
Pack of 6 in neon colours. 695 2135960

E Graphic Training Cards Set
Material designed to help children master 
graphic spaces, flowing writing motions and 
shapes required for the organized learning 
of basic writing skills. Includes 5 sets of (6) 
30 x 25.5 cm, progressive activity cards, 
and 1 teacher's guide. Slide the cards in the 
Reusable dry erase sleeves (3130655).
Age: 4 + 3995 2255149

F Drawing Plate with Laces
Slide a thick lace in a see-through stylus, 
poke it slightly in the board's rubber-rimmed 
holes, and repeat to follow the patterns 
or create innovative designs of your own. 
Boards measure 28 x 19.5 cm.
Age: 5 +
Individual Set 
Comes with 1 board, 4 styluses, 8 – 91 cm 
laces in 4 colours, 1:1 model cards and  
1 model booklet. 2295 2339661
Group Set 
Includes 4 boards, 8 styluses, 8 – 91 cm 
laces in 4 colours and several 1:1 model 
cards. Convenient storage bin. 4 children 
workshop. 4995 2339679

G Mini Pencil Grips
Offer precise surfaces for finger positioning. 
Pack of 5.
 320 3150257

H Writing Aid Set
Set of ergonomic writing aids that teach 
correct finger positioning and reduce hand 
fatigue and pain. We can therefore explore 
and choose the tool adapted to the child's 
difficulties. Includes 11 guides: 1 rounded,  
1 large format, 1 winged guide, 1 small clip, 
1 medium clip, 1 large clip, 1 foam guide,  
1 ribbed foam guide, 1 triangular guide,  
1 textured gel guide and 1 ribbed textured gel 
guide. Pencils not included.
 2395 3150513
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Fine Motor – Grips

A Magnetic Alphabet Tree
Using the attached magnetic wands, children slide the 
apple-shaped uppercase letters to match the lowercase 
letter apples pictured on the tree. The self-contained, quality 
wooden game features pieces encased under a sturdy acrylic 
cover, to play anywhere. Includes wall mount hardware and 
instructions, as well as a stand for table play.  
39.5 x 39.5 cm. 2 players.
Age: 3 + 7795 2038214

B Learn-n-Trace-Lines
Using the attached magnetic wands, children move a small 
red ball along each of the 5 different grooves, to develop 
pre-writing skills and the pencil grasp. Self-contained, 
quality wooden game features balls encased under a sturdy 
acrylic cover, to play anywhere. 39.5 x 34.0 cm. 2 players.
Age: 3 + 3995 2038198

C Alphabet Tracing
Using the attached magnetic wands, children move a small 
red ball along a groove to trace each lowercase letter, which 
is ideal to master the shape of letters through repetition 
and practice. The self-contained, quality wooden game 
features pieces encased under a sturdy acrylic cover, to play 
anywhere. 39.5 x 39.5 cm. 2 players.
Age: 3 + 4995 2038206

Magnatab
To create the letters or numbers, children trace each line by 
following the numbered arrows with the magnetic stylus. 
This pulls the small metal balls up to the surface, thus filling 
the holes and creating solid lines. To erase, they simply use 
the tip of a finger or the side of the stylus. Sturdy plastic, 
sealed base with notch to store the stylus.
Age: 3 + 
D Lowercase Letters
292. 5 cm 2995 2160042
E Uppercase Letters
29 x 23. 5 cm 2995 2160117
F Numbers & Shapes
Numbers from 0-9 numbers and 8 elementary shapes.
23 x 19 cm 2995 2126936

Tactile Cards
Each card features a sandpaper silhouette, to help children 
make the connection between the movement of forming the 
shape and the actual shape (letter or number). Numbered 
arrows guide proper direction and formation. Brightly-
coloured, sturdy board cards with black lines. 7 x 11 cm.  
In a durable box.
G Lowercase Letters 
28 cards. Includes two alternative forms of « l » and « t ». 
  2395 2176436
H Uppercase Letters 
26 cards. 2395 2176444
I Numbers 
10 cards, from 0 to 9. 2195 2176451

J Tracing Stencils
Set of 8 stencils to master basic writing strokes and simple 
geometric shapes (lines, diagonals, crenellations, bridges, 
spirals) and acquire more ease and fluidity. Use with colour 
pencils or washable fine markers (not included). Plastic.
Age: 4 + 1795 2127728

K GeoStix Letters Construction Set
Set of 200 snap together, flexible plastic sticks and curves, 
in different sizes and colours. For open-ended exploration, 
letter and word formation, and 2D and 3D construction. 
Includes 25 double-sided model cards, in a convenient 
plastic storage box.
Age: 3 + 2995 2127017

L Magnetic Script Letters
Boxed set of 172 letter tokens and 2 blank tokens. Each letter 
is printed on a base line, to clearly see which letters are tall 
and which have a “tail”, and to hold the letters right side up.
Age: 3 + 2495 2132074
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Writing Aids

C-Pen
This convenient technological tool is a life-saver for those 
who suffer from reading difficulties. The small device scans 
printed copy out loud, in real time, using high-quality 
speech synthesis in several languages (American English, 
British English, French and Spanish) and reading speed 
can be modified. Features built-in dictionaries, to instantly 
display the definition of a word and read it aloud, and a 
microphone to record notes like a Dictaphone. Used as a 
scanner, it captures lines of text and uploads to a Mac or PC 
using the USB cable – it will be recognized as an external 
hard drive. No software is required and the pen offers 1 GB 
of storage (USB key mode). Weighing only 50 grams (other 
scanners weigh twice as much), it can easily be handled 
by students as young as 8. Technical specs: OLED display, 
speaker, headphone jack, and Li-Ion rechargeable battery. 
Includes : 1 ReaderPen, earphones, carry case, USB cable, 
and quick start guide. For right- and left-handers.
Age: 8 +
A ReaderPen™ 
Equipped with high quality electronic dictionaries (French, 
English and Spanish). Just underline a word to see its 
definition. A microphone records voice notes. The pen can 
scan information and download it to a computer (Mac or 
PC). Offers 1GB of storage space, for documents or other 
files (USB key mode). No software required, just connect 
the pen to a computer using the supplied USB cable and it 
appears as a device. 32995 2038099
B ExamReader™ 
Reads exam questions in several languages, allowing 
students to take exams independently. No built-in 
dictionaries, vocal recording or memory (“USB key” mode). 
Includes: ExamReader™ Pen, earphones, carry case, USB 
cable, and quick start guide. For right- and left-handers. 
  32995 2038107

C Magnifying Ruler
Opaque plastic ruler with a magnifying section in the top half 
to isolate text while magnifying letters. Enhances decoding and 
reading skills, especially in older students who are required to 
read denser texts in finer print. Magnify 1.5x. 20 cm long ruler 
also features inch graduations.
 1095 2062156

D One Finger Spacer Handwriting Tool
Helps keep even spacing between letters and words. Simply 
move to the right as you write, in the direction of the arrow. 
Great tool for left-handed people. Can also be flipped over 
to create a top line and, on notebook paper, to keep letters 
from being too big. Made of green, see through plastic, to 
heighten the intensity of the black letters on the white paper.
 250 2092609

E Finger Focus Highlighter
Allows children to highlight words they point to as they 
follow along with the text. Simply fit one of the four 
interchangeable coloured filter wands in the wearable ring, 
to help text stand out better on a page or a screen. Plastic. 
7.5 cm long.
Single Unit 795 2125391
Pack of 6 3295 2125409

F Letter Construction
Assemble lower and upper case lettres with these colour-
coded, snaping pieces. Ideal on a light table. Excellent 
dexterity exercise to practice letter recognition and 
pre-writing skills. Includes 60 letter pieces in clear, strong 
plastic, 13 double-sided activity cards and 1 teacher guide. 
Letter "b" is 25 cm high.
 4895 2175768

G Eye Lighters
Help maintain a reader's focus, concentration, and 
comprehension. Their design allows readers to underline 
the sentence they are reading and track 1, 2 or 3 lines at a 
time, which is important as their fluency and speed increase. 
Translucent plastic. 15.2 cm long.
Yellow 255 2176014
Green 255 2176022

H Slant Board
Ergonomic desk board is tilted at an optimal 22° angle, 
much like old-fashioned school desks, to put the text in 
focus, which leads to easier and better tracking of text, and 
to eliminate neck strain and bad posture. Ideal for writing as 
well as reading. Features a magnetic, dry-erase board, for 
multi-sensory learning, two top-mounted paper clips, a book 
catch on the bottom, and collapsible legs for easy portability 
and storage. 45.7 x 30.4 cm. Green.
 5995 2339836
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Developping basic scissor skills is an important fine motor skill that demands practice to improve and steady the motion.  
Our wide selection of quality scissors will help you find the best ones, based on the activity and the children’s ability level. 

 Go to pages 400 and 401 in our School catalog and on bb.ca, to see the entire collection of scissors.

≥
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Scissor Aids

A Essential Scissor Kit
Includes a right hand and a left hand version 
of each of the following Dual Control 
Training Scissors, Easi-Grip Scissors, and 
Self-opening scissors, and 1 pair of Mini 
Easi-Grip scissors. Includes blade guards for 
all self-opening scissors, notes and guidance 
on general scissor usage. In a vinyl pouch.
 8995 1120914

Easi-Grip Scissors
Lightweight, easy-to-use scissors feature a 
continuous loop, high-quality plastic handle 
which automatically reopens the scissor 
when pressure is released. To close the 
blades, gently squeeze using thumb and 
fingers, or fingers and palm of the hand. 
Include a blade guard for safety when the 
scissors are not in use.
B Right Hand Blue 
  1295 1120401
C Left Hand Green 
  1295 1120500
D Mini Easi-Grip 
With 30 mm, round-ended stainless steel 
blades. 925 1120526

Dual Control Training Scissors
With double loops on each handle: the child 
uses the loops furthest from the blades and 
the teacher, the other loops.
E Right Hand Blue 1495 1120823
F Left Hand Green 1495 1120849

Self-Opening Scissors for Children
Conventional style scissors feature a 
discreet spring to automatically reopen the 
blades. Scissors are held in the thumb and 
middle finger (for maximum strength) with 
the index finger placed outside to provide 
guidance and control. The wide finger 
contact area ensures a comfortable grip. A 
colour code makes identification easy. With 
45 mm, round ended, high quality steel 
blades and blade guard for safe storage.
G Right handed Blue 
  1395 1123025
H Left handed Green 
  1395 1123033

I Easy Grip Scissors
To cut a variety of materials or help less-
abled children. 20.3 cm
 580 1020700

Long Loop Self-Opening Scissors 
for Children
The extended loop gives increased strength 
and control over the cutting action using 
middle, ring and little finger for strength. 
A discreet spring automatically reopens 
the scissors. The wide finger contact area 
ensures a comfortable grip. A colour code 
makes identification easy. With 45 mm, 
round ended, high quality steel blades and 
blade guard for safe storage.
J Right handed Blue 
  1495 1123009
K Left handed Green 
  1495 1123017

L Long Loop Easi-Grip Scissors
Quality long loop handle allows the strength 
of middle, ring and little fingers to be used, 
whilst the index finger is placed outside the 
loop and used for guidance. Include a blade 
guard for safety when the scissors are not 
in use.
Right Hand Blue 1895 1120559
Left Hand Green 1895 1120567

M Sensoft 3D Children’s Scissors
Ergonomic, soft handles scissor. Specially 
designed for children’s hands. Brush 
stainless steel blades produce a clean cut. 
Assorted colors. 13 cm.
Right Handed 395 1121482
Left Handed 395 1121490

N Children’s Automatic scissors
The plastic strip provides automatic 
opening of the blades during the movement 
acquisition period. Once the child masters 
the motion, the strip can be pivoted aside, 
to use the scissors as usual. Blunt ends. 
14 cm. Right-handed.
 395 1121235

Hint from B2
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Time Management

Time Timer – Updated Models
Tool to help with time management and understand the 
notion of time passing.
Age: 3 + 
A Wall size
A clear plastic lens protects the disc. With magnets, to also be 
used on a white board. 30 x 30 cm 4695 2131969
B Tabletop Size
A clear plastic lens protects the disc. With magnets, to also be 
used on a white board. 20 x 20 cm 3995 2131951
C Individual Size
With a transparent flip cover and a fabric storage bag.  
7. 5 x 7. 5 cm. 3695 2131944

D Time Timer Watch PLUS
Lightweight watch is ideal to manage transitions and time 
spent on certain tasks. Features 3 helpful modes: 12- or 
24-hour clock, alarm with vibrating and audible alerts, and 
timer. Replaceable, soft, latex-free, silicon watch band.
Age: 8 +
Charcoal Jr. 
Can be set for the original 60 minutes or customized for any 
value of time (full red disk = 5 minutes, for ex.) or repeatable 
time segments. Easy-to-use, with oversized, easy-to-read 
LCD screen, backlight button, and soft, replaceable silicon 
watch band for wrists 10 to 17. 8 cm. 
 9995 2262566
Charcoal – Adult size 
Fits wrist circumferences of 12 to 17. 7 cm. 
 9995 2263655

Time Timer PLUS
Lightweight disk protected by a clear and durable lens and 
set with a center dial. User cannot touch the disk. Sturdy 
model, adjustable ring, self-standing case features a volume 
control dial on the back and a convenient carry handle. 
Precision quartz movement. Plastic. 14 x 17.8 cm.
E Black 60 minutes 4395 2263184
F White 60 minutes 4395 2263648
G White 20 minutes 4395 2263697
H White 120 minutes 4395 2263705
I White 5 minutes 4395 2263762

MOD Individual Time Timer
Features the style and durability of the Time Timer PLUS 
(2263184), as well as its clear, protective, glare-free lens 
over the red disk, and on/off switch for the audible alert, in 
a portable and easy-to-use anywhere size. With a removable 
silicone cover. 8.9 x 8.9 cm (including the cover). Standard 
charcoal cover.
 3995 2263390

J Time Timer MOD Dry-Erase Board
Simply pop the Time Timer MOD in the board and write your 
information (To Do list, activities, schedule, etc.). Back side 
features convenient plastic caddy for dry-erase markers. 
Time Timer and markers not included. Fibreboard with 
plastic base 200 mm x 200 mm.
 2495 2263630

K IDEO – Time Timer Edition
The perfect visual tool to develop time awareness with Time 
Timer. Ideal to help out with homework, daily chores and 
routines, transitions, etc.
Features 70 magnetic pictograms, including 35 actions, 
activities and everyday situations (such as getting dressed, 
brushing teeth, eating a snack, etc.) and 35 Time Timer magnets 
representing various predetermined time intervals, 1 double-
sided magnetic door hanger, and 1 red dry-erase marker.
 3995 2092617

L Time Timer TWIST
Small, portable model with a convenient magnetic back 
sticks to magnetic surfaces (white boards, filing cabinets, 
refrigerators). Simply twist to set from 0-90 minutes. Requires 
1 AAA battery (not included). Ø 85 mm x 23 mm thick.
 2795 2263713

Time Timer
“How much time is left?” This ingenious tool is 
designed to promote an efficient use of time, master 
the concept of time, and encourage autonomy. Just 
move the red disk counter-clockwise to the desired 
time interval: the disk diminishes as time elapses, 
until no colour is visible on the timer surface. Does 
not require to know how to read time. Silent quartz 
movement. From 1 to 60 minutes. 1 AA battery 
needed (not included). Beeps when the time is up.
Age: 3 +

Hint from B2
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Time Management

A Jumbo Timer
Designed for young children, with oversized buttons, clear, 
large 7.5 x 5.3 cm LCD display which times up or down 
in 1 second increments (maximum time 99 min 59 sec), 
loud alarm sound which can signal a change of activity, 
built-in stand, magnet mount and on / off switch. With an 
information sheet. 10 x 10.5 x 2.1 cm. Requires 1 x AAA 
battery (not included).
 1695 2069870

B Let's Build the Time
Fit coloured pieces in a large clock to break down an hour 
into segments of 5, 15 and 30 minutes. Includes 1 big size 
clock featuring hours and minutes (ø 22.4 cm), 12 5-min. 
pieces, 4 15-min. pieces, 2 30-min. pieces, and 2 hands. 
All wood.
 2995 2126050

C Time Timer WASH
Water resistant model designed to guide handwashing.  
30 second duration. Contactless operation, add soap  
5 seconds, scrub 20 seconds, rinse 5 seconds, then 
dry. Place on a horizontal surface, wall or mirror with 
the included suction cup or on a wall using a screw (not 
included). Blue LCD disappearing disk and 3 lighted 
pictograms. Music with or without beeps at each step 
(optional). Requires 3 AA batteries, not included.  
White plastic.
Age: 2 + 3495 2128312

D Time Tracker Visual Timer & Clock
Unique electronic timer features lighted green, yellow and 
red sections, a large, easy-to-read LCD display and 6 sound 
effects to indicate that time is running out, set limits to teach 
time management, allocate time for a variety of activities, and 
facilitate transitions. Easy programming, 180° viewing and 
volume control. Use with an AC adaptor or 4 AA batteries 
(not included). 23.5 cm high.
 4995 2250066

E Time Tracker – Mini
Visual timer operates easily with just 2 dials: a green total 
alarm time dial, to choose the desired duration from 5 to  
120 minutes, in 5 minute increments, and a yellow warning 
dial, to set a time for the warning alert. Counts down until the 
coloured light glows and the alarm sounds. Supports visual-
only timing when you adjust volume or turn off the sound 
completely. Plastic. Requires 3 AAA batteries (not included). 
8.25 x 8.25 x 12 cm high.
 3495 2254902

F Magnetic Time Tracker
Our visual timer adheres to any magnetic surface, can be 
hung on a wall or used on a tabletop by flipping out the 
handy stand. Program from 1 minute to 24 hours. Counts 
down until the yellow, then the red light glows and the alarm 
sounds. Supports visual-only timing when you adjust the 
volume or turn off the sound completely. Plastic. Requires  
4 AA batteries (not included) and 3 LR44 button-cell 
batteries (included). 12 x 18.8 cm high.
 3995 2263598

G Giant Hourglasses
Sturdy, large-size hourglasses, with thick side-wall and 
moulded, hexagonal caps to prevent rolling off the play area. 
Colour-coded for easy indentification. Use in a variety of 
games, to time experiments, time allowed at the computer, 
etc. 7.4 x 16 cm high.
30 seconds Red 1695 2262665
1 minute Green 1695 2332633
2 minutes Pink 1695 2330116
3 minutes Yellow 1695 2335032
5 minutes Blue 1695 2335222
10 minutes Orange 1695 2330066
15 minutes Purple 1695 2330082
30 minutes Black 1695 2330108

H Mega Hourglass
15 x 30 cm high.
5 minutes Blue 4995 2330124
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Oral Motor Skills

A The 4 Blowing Games
Four fun games which help to exercise blowing intensity, 
strength and directional skills to develop optimum breathing 
patterns and strengthen muscle tone of organs involved in 
speech. Includes (1) 30.5 x 22 cm blowing tray, 1 football 
template, 2 islands semi-templates, 8 styrofoam balls, and the 
instructions with advice. In a sturdy carry case. 1 or 2 players.
Age: 3 + 3395 2074136

Chew Necklace – Brick Stick
Front side has 16 large stud bumps and back side, small round 
bumps, for a different sensory input. 6.36 x 1.58 x 1.27 cm 
thick. This size allows most users to reach their back molars, 
which is where chewing is typically needed the most, and where 
it provides the most proprioceptive feedback to the jaw.
Age : 3 +
B Chew Necklace – Brick Stick DARK Blue Soft 
  1895 2095628
C Chew Necklace – Brick Stick Red Soft 
  1895 2036200
D Chew Necklace – Brick Stick Black XT 
  1895 2095636
E Chew Necklace – Brick Stick Royal Blue XXT 
  1895 2095644

Sabre Chewable Pencil Topper
Prism-shape features a hollow tube on one end to 
conveniently fit over standard #2 pencils. Measures about 
6.9 cm long and ø 1.27 cm, perfect for reaching back 
molars. Adds extra weight to the pencil for increased hand 
awareness and to help the pencil comfortably rest in the web 
space between the thumb and pointer finger. Comes with an 
eraser-less pencil.
F Dark Blue Soft 1295 2132629
G Dark BlLime Green Medium XTue Soft 
  1295 2132637
H Sabre Chewable Pencil Topper – Royal Blue XXT 
  1295 2095735

Chew Necklace – Smiley Face
Age : 3 +
I Red Soft/Standard 1995 2132561
J Dark Blue Soft/Standard 1995 2132579
K Chew Necklace – Smiley Face Lime XT 
  1995 2096329
L Chew Necklace – Smiley Face Royal Blue XXT 
  1995 2096345

Chew Necklaces – Dragon Bite®

The robust shape features a raised dragon on the front side 
and a smooth back side. At just under 5 cm tall and 1.27 cm 
thick, it's ideal for those who chew with their front teeth.
Age: 3 +
M Dark Blue Soft/Standard 1795 2132595
N Red Soft/Standard 1795 2132587
O Black Medium XT 1795 2132603
P Dark Grey Very Hard XXT 1795 2132611

Q Chewy Pencil Toppers
Affixed to the pencil, these rubber tubes fulfill the need for 
oral tactile and proprioceptive stimulation. The action of 
chewing helps with concentration while reducing anxiety and 
tension. Fits most pencils, 5 cm long. 5-pack.
 430 2234144

Chewy Baby Guitar
The easy-to-hold fun shape also soothes sore gums. The 
2.5 stem reaches the back molar area, and the bumps and 
ridges offer extra sensory input. Approx. 10 cm long. Adult 
supervision required.
Age: 6 m +
R Blue Soft 1495 2132538
S Hot Pink Soft 1495 2132553
T Lime Green Soft 1495 2132546
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Therapeutic Chewelry
Promote oral motor development and can also double as a safe outlet 
for the sensory need to chew. Pendants hang on a 91.4 cm adjustable 
cord with a safety breakaway clasp. Clasp and cord are NOT intended 
for chewing. 100% pure silicone. Contain no latex. Important: Use only 
under supervision. Because of the nature of the use, wear/tear should 
be expected eventually, depending on the amount and intensity of the 
chewing. Regularly check for signs of wear and discard when necessary.

Hint from B2
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Oral Motor Skills

A Logo-Bits Cards for Oral Motor Speech Therapy
Use these orofacial practice cards to help children correctly 
position their lips, tongue, jaw and palate, to enhance the 
coordination and strength of their orofacial muscles. These 
muscles are used in speech articulation, phonation, chewing, 
and swallowing, among other functions. Set of (72) 11.6 x 
8.3 cm photo colour cards, in thick cardboard. A great tool 
for speech-language pathologists and speech therapists.
Age: 4 + 4395 2179760

B Logo-bits – Groupes consonantiques
Can be used in French as a second language (FSL) classes.
Age: 5 + 5695 2045789

C Lecto-bits de syllabes simples
Can be used in French as a second language (FSL) classes.
Age: 5 + 4595 2045797

D Chameleon Puppet
Large chameleon padded puppet with printed fabric to 
imitate the texture of a chameleon skin. Slide your hand 
under his front legs to move his jaws and tongue when he 
speaks. 110 cm long.
Age: 5 + 5495 2128866

"Q's"
Foster better alignment of the top and bottom jaws and 
encourage sound production, as the mouth is open. Help 
babies abandon the pacifier.
Age: 6 m +
E Chewy Q 1095 2239952
F Knobby Q 1095 2233815

Arks Grabbers – Textured
These P-shaped oral motor chew tools are perfect to 
encourage movements of the tongue and jaw and explore the 
oral cavity. Offer a safe outlet for anyone who needs to chew. 
Loop makes it easy to hold and long extension is able to 
reach the back molars. Smooth or textured surface. Available 
in 3 colour-coded toughness levels: red (soft), lime green 
(medium firm) and royal blue (very firm).
G Textured- Lime Green Medium XT 
  1295 2036309
H Textured- Red Soft 1295 2036291
I Textured- Royal Blue XXT 1295 2036317

Chewy Tubes
Chewing device designed to satisfy the need for tactile and 
proprioceptive stimulation. Helps to maintain concentration 
while reducing anxiety and tension. Promotes the 
development of oral motor skills with individuals undergoing 
jaw rehabilitation.
J Yellow – Soft 
ø 0 95 cm 1195 2233823
Age: 5 +
K Red – Medium 
Short stem, medium hardness. ø 1 3 cm 
  1195 2234102
L Green Chewy Tube 
Textured stem, hard. ø 1 3 cm 1195 2234136
M Blue – Hard 
Medium-long stem, hard. ø 1 6 cm 1195 2234128

Super Chew
Solid construction offers a greater resistance to chewing. 
Ergonomic, D-shaped handle for easy grasping by little 
hands. 10 cm.
N Red 995 2233849
O Green Smooth Surface 995 2233831
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Teaching Resources

A Double-Sided Tabletop Pocket 
Chart

Features 5 display pockets on each side 
for cards, built-in storage with a large 
pocket for cards or manipulatives, and 
sturdy carrying handles. Designed to 
sort, classify, graph, build equations 
or sentences, and more. Easel-style, to 
supports itself. Folds flat for storage. With 
an activity guide. Accessories not included. 
Unfolded, measures 31.1 x 37.4 cm high.
 3295 2104867

B Magnetic Activity Easel
Tabletop model with 2 fully magnetic sides, 
to display cards, photographs, letters, etc. 
(not included). Ideal for small group learning 
activities. Easily folds for transportation and 
storage. 45 x 25 x 34 cm.
 5295 2127157

C Trays with Handles
For a variety of counting and sorting 
activities, experiments, arts and crafts, 
manipulative games, and more. With  
2 convenient handles. Sturdy plastic.  
Set of 4, in 4 colours. 38.5 x 28.5 x 2 cm.
 1995 2128098

D Multi-Use Storage Pocket Chart
Features 35 clear, numbered pockets,  
7.6 x 10.1 cm, for students' calculators, 
small cell phones, travel-size bottles of hand 
sanitizer, etc. Sturdy nylon with 3 hanging 
grommets. Accessories sold separately. Red.
 2495 2131993

E Duraframe Magnetic Signs
Display documents on magnetic surfaces, 
whiteboards, metal cabinets, lockers, etc. 
Quick insertion and exchange of documents 
via a fold-back magnetic frame. Usable in 
portrait and landscape formats. Anti-glare 
plastic. Silver. 21.5 x 27.9 cm. Pack of 2.
 2295 3137726

F Duraframe Grip Sign
Display documents on textile surfaces, 
bulletin boards, acoustic fabric partitions, 
etc. Quick attachment with a full-frame 
fastener on the back for a secure grip. Quick 
insertion and exchange of documents via a 
fold-back magnetic frame. Usable in portrait 
and landscape formats. Silver.  
21.5 x 27.9 cm.
 1895 3137734

Duraframe Self-Adhesive Signs
Quick insertion and exchange of documents 
via a fold-back magnetic frame. Easy to 
attach to smooth surfaces without tools. 
Readability on both sides on glass surfaces. 
Usable in portrait and landscape formats. 
Silver. Packs of 2.
G 13 9 x 21 5 cm 1995 3137759
H 21 5 x 27 9 cm 2595 3137742
I 27 9 x 43 1 cm 3695 3137767

Durafix Clips and Rails
Attach documents without damaging 
them. Magnetic closure for easy changes. 
Easy, residue-free removal. Self-adhesive 
on smooth, rigid surfaces. For windows, 
whiteboards, etc. Packs of 5.
J 60 mm clips
For notes, memos, appointments, etc. 
  1095 3137783
K 210 mm rails
For documents in A4 portrait and  
A5 landscape formats. 
  2595 3137791
L 297 mm rails
For documents in A3 portrait and  
A4 landscape formats. 
  3295 3137809
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Alphabet 53
Audition 36
Autism 30

B
Baby toys 8
Balance 41-44
Balance boards 42
Ball chairs 27
Balls 15, 32, 43, 45
Bean bags 25, 27
Benches 6
Bilibo 41
Book displays 25
Building sets 8, 19, 53
Buttons 5

C
Chewing tools 31, 57, 58
Clothes pins 50
Clothes closures 49
Construction sets 8, 19, 53
Course games 40

D
Dexterity games 48
Disc’O’Sit 23, 26
Drawing games 51
Dress up dolls 47

E
Emotions 38, 39
Exercise bands 26
Exercise cushions 44
Exercise doughs 33
Ezy Roller 46

F
Facial expressions 39
Five senses 16, 52
Flexi-felt 30
Floor chairs 25
Folding chairs 25

G
Gross motor courses 43-45
Group management 30, 36

H
Hoberman Spheres 11
Hop balls 43
Hourglasses 10, 56

L
Lacing and threading 47, 51
Language games 34-36, 40
Letters 52
Light cubes 7
Light filters 29
Light games 31, 32
Light tables and accessories 4, 

6, 53

Light-up toys 7
Liquid tubes 10
Logic games 40
Lottos 11, 14, 17

M
Magnetic boards 53
Manipulation tools 18, 31, 32
Massage 15, 31
Matching games 44, 45, 49
Mazes 42
Media players 11
Memory games 35
Mirrors 8
Multimedia learning aids 37
Modeling dough Playfoam 17
Mosaics 48

N
Noise management 30
Noise protectors 30
Numbers 52

O
Olfactory games 11
Oral expression 34, 36, 40

P
Partitions 29
Plasmacar 46
Pre-writing 51

Q
Question-answer games 40

R
Ray-L seats & covers 27
Reading aids 53
Recorders 36
Relaxation 31
Resistance bands 26
Rockers 42
Rocking bowls 41
Rocking stools 23
Rulers 53

S
Sand and water tables   6
Scissors 54
Seesaws 41
Sensory balls 9, 15, 16, 31, 32, 

45
Sensory games 18
Sequence stories 34
Shapes and colours 48
Skills games 48
Sorting and classifying 5, 19, 49
Shapes and colours 19
Sound games 14
Sound trackers 30
Specialized scissors 54
Storage bins and boxes 6
Strategy games 17
Stress management 10, 17, 21, 

26, 31-33, 57

T
Tactile games 15-18, 44, 45
Tactile paper 52
Tangles 31
Time timer 55
Time trackers 55, 56
Timers 55
Topology 12, 35
Trampolines 43
Tweezers 49, 50

W
Walkers 46
Wall activities 45
Watches 55
Weighty animals 20
Weighty Buddies 20
Weighty cushions 20
Whisper phone 36
Writing aids 51
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General Conditions

* Some conditions apply. Please contact Customer Service for more information.
Prices, terms and conditions are subject to change without notice.

Important notice

In order to help us serve you better, please 
indicate the name (and brand name, if 
applicable), as well as the reference number of 
each item on your order form.

Prices

Our prices are subject to market fluctuations 
and can change without notice.

Applicable taxes

Prices in the catalog do not include sales 
taxes, which will be applied separately on your 
invoice.

Availability of stock

Unless notified otherwise, any item that is 
not available will be replaced by an item of 
equivalent quality and cost. Any order that 
cannot be completed due to a product being out 
of stock will still be shipped, and the balance of 
the order will be shipped as soon as the items 
become available. Any order with a remaining 
balance of less than $20.00 could be cancelled, 
in which case the items will have to be ordered 
again.

Returns

Any return of merchandise must be authorized 
within 90 days of reception. Please contact
our Customer Service Department to obtain an 
authorization number. Depending on the
condition of the returned items, re-stocking fees 
of 15% to 50% of the reimbursed merchandise 
could be applicable. 

In order for a return to be authorized, any 
merchandise to be returned must bear an 
authorization number.

Claims

The receipt of an incomplete or damaged order 
must be reported immediately to the delivery 
person, who must indicate it on your bill of 
lading. All claims must be submitted to our 
Customer Service Department with the bill of 
lading and the authorization number.

General conditions – Shipping

The following chart indicates our shipping and 
handling fees according to the destination.
A minimum order of $35 is required.

Destination Shipping
Order 
amount Applicable fees Overcharge (oversized item)

Quebec* Ontario*
New-Brunswick*
Nova Scotia*
Prince Edward Island* 
Manitoba*

$35 – $79.99
$80 – $249.99
$250 +

± $13.50 per order
±  9% ($13.50 minimum)
±  Paid

Extra fees of up to 11% will be applied 
to the cost of the item, to a maximum fee 
of $195 per order for items bearing the truck
pictogram (not added to other fees).

British Columbia* Alberta*  
Saskatchewan* Newfoundland* 
Labrador* 

$35 – $79.99
$80 – $599.99
$600 +

± $13.50 per order
± 9% ($13.50 minimum)
± Paid

Extra fees of up to 11% will be applied 
to the cost of the item, to a maximum fee 
of $450 per order for items bearing the truck
pictogram (not added to other fees).

Other regions
*Certain remote locations

FOB Montreal
FOB Montreal
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